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ABSTRACT
This document includes three completed publications to represent Urban Agriculture as
a ideal solution to meet the UN Sustainable Development Goals. The first publication (Weaver,
2017a) provided in Chapter Two examines the stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs)
modelling parameters for the current EPA Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) as the first
step to developing Urban Agriculture BMPs. The second publication (Weaver, 2015) provided in
Chapter Three highlights how many high-rated scholars have identified agriculture as a critical
driver for the planetary systems impacts we find with community development. The third
publication (Weaver, 2017b) provided in Chapter Four breaks down a completely new definition
for Urban Agriculture, as the foundational works disagree on meaning, resulting in an
ambiguous definition. Together, these publications encourage engineers to model Urban
Agriculture options for new green infrastructure (Weaver, 2017a), distinct from the Planetary
Systems impacts of other contemporary options (Weaver, 2015), with a greater understanding
of the social capital to engage stakeholders in meeting the UN Sustainable Development Goals
(Weaver, 2017b).

v

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This research started with the objective to complete a comprehensive comparison of
Urban Agriculture (UA) with the existing stormwater Best Management Practices (BMP) at the
Florida Aquarium demonstration site. My research postulated that UA is potentially the ideal
BMP, which each resident can support and expand independently. However, the UA
entrepreneurial patent explored for this engagement: The Rainwater Capture Greenhouse as
shown in Figure 1.1, was proven to be unattainable, as similar systems had been patented
previously.

Figure 1.1 The rainwater capture greenhouse
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Therefore, the remainder of this document will outline the related objectives which were
successfully completed. This effort resulted in the completion of three separate publications for
different journals as outlined in Table 1.1. This chapter will introduce these three publications,
provide a brief description of each, and then discuss the related aspects fundamental to the
development of Urban Agriculture as a means to reach the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Table 1.1 Journal publications included in this work*
Chapter

Title

Publisher

Date
Approved

Parameters sensitivities
Municipal Engineer
February 02,
for sustainable urban
(Weaver 2017a)
2017
infrastructure.
Sustainable
Suburban Sustainability
February 04,
Three
development: for people
(Weaver, 2015)
2015
or profit?
Urban agriculture defined
Four
Land Use Policy
for sustainable
Under Review
(Weaver, 2017b)
development.
*All the journal publishers allowed reprinting of these articles for this doctoral
dissertation submission. Each separate permission statement can be found in the
Appendix A.
Two

Urban Agriculture is a very common aspect of human development, heralding the
beginning of civilization itself. Similarly, Industrial Agriculture has evolved to become a
fundamental component of our modern societies. Critical to all forms of agriculture are water
use and rainfall. For example, Urban Agriculture (UA) may use only rainfall, or collect and
recycle stormwater runoff to support innovative urban plant production. Furthermore, Industrial
Agriculture may also use rainfall supplemented with irrigation technologies, which may result in
runoff. My work begins by examining these fundamental aspects and their differences to clarify
key problems and encourage supporting specific solutions.
To begin, any modern urban development and the expansion of agriculture into new
areas, infrastructure-modeling software technologies are used to simulate the required water
flows. Chapter Two examines one of the major stormwater simulation programs from the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) entitled SWMM, or the StormWater Management
2

Model, which was developed in the 1970s. SWMM simulates the rainfall and the resulting
stormwater from land and constructed surfaces utilizing a dynamic hydrology-hydraulic water
quality simulation model. That this water flows through existing and projected green
infrastructure areas is one of the critical elements, which may encourage different agriculture
technologies.
The first objective published (Weaver, 2017a), provided in Chapter Two, examines the
stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs) modelling parameters for use in the current
EPA SWMM program as the first step to developing Urban Agriculture BMPs. Thus, Chapter
Two finds that there exists a considerable literature gap in the availability of suitable parameters
for developing models and designs for these new green infrastructure techniques. Thus, the
publication completed a sensitivity analysis of SWMM parameters required for selected green
infrastructure designs. This analysis shows a strong indication of the sensitivity relationships
between parameters to enable engineers, designers, and planners to simulate green urban
infrastructure at other locations. Future research is required to establish more detailed
parameters for each type of UA beyond this analysis. The significant results completed,
however, encourage future modelling of important green infrastructure installations to support
the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
To support further development of these green infrastructure installations, the second
objective evaluates the planetary impacts as reported in Chapter Three (Weaver, 2015). Herein
the compiled research examines the primary drivers for many of the planetary system impacts.
The research presents the impacts related to Climate Change and the nine Planetary
Boundaries as found in the top-tier journals published recently and examined by scientists
(Weaver, 2014). Significant differences exist between various aspects of agriculture, resulting in
a great disparity in the knowledge published separating the versions of agriculture. This work

3

explores this inconsistency in depth, highlighting how top-ranked scholars have evaluated these
critical impacts in top-ranked journal publications.
The major gaps in the literature prevent governments, landuse administrators, planners,
and engineers from understanding or adequately supporting new innovative alternatives. Having
examined this literature, detailed examples of the existing problems are provided regarding the
six critical areas impacted, including: biodiversity loss, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles, change
in land use, water pollution, water use and chemical pollution. Thus, Chapter Three (Weaver,
2015) compiled this critical research to suggest that Urban Agriculture might be a suitable
alternative. There has been a great deal of scholarly work establishing the Planetary
Boundaries, therefore the Planetary Boundary Framework is used for this review. This analysis
compiles many scientifically exemplary impacts from top-tier journals. Further, this work
concludes by introducing significant science published to show how propaganda and
multinational investments disregard Urban Agriculture as an alternative food production means.
However, the science is not clear about what Urban Agriculture represents separately from the
other systems. The cloud of propaganda and lobbyist efforts maintain government support for
new industries to replace native and indigenous Urban Agriculture methods, which have
remained within the Planetary Boundaries for thousands of years. Chapter Four expands on this
Planetary Boundary Framework to include the Sensemaking Framework for establishing a new
definition for Urban Agriculture to resolve this.
The final effort completed in the present work Chapter Four (Weaver, 2017b),
establishes an Urban Agriculture definition clearly distinct from rural and industrial agriculture.
This analysis began with four decades of Urban Agriculture literature pulled from multiple
databases to ensure complete coverage of the discipline. The peer-reviewed publications were
parsed into a dataset of 337 articles from 2000 to 2013 representing 90% of the total available
English research. Grounded Theory was combined with Sensemaking to examine this data in a
4

unique way. My interpretation of “sensemaking”, based on Karl Weick, encouraged an open
mind for observing data in terms of the Planetary Framework and the Systems Theory, to
enable more holistic universal cues to be observed. This allowed me to be engaged with the
actual circumstances experienced during the research process. What new relationships were
observed in the new data? What other higher order relationships can be attributed to these
observations? The experience to resolve this problem required direct empirical analysis of the
published evidence obtained from USF Library in Tampa, Florida, linked to new understanding
of the study of Capital.
Chapter Four brings together the key findings on Urban Agriculture found to be based
primarily on Social Capital, separate from the Manufactured Capital and Financial Capital that
dominate Industrial Agriculture. Engineers and other community development professionals can
now better understand how the differences in agriculture, highlighted herein, better support the
UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Finally, Chapter Five represents how the completed research supported the concurrent
examination of published works which were organized around the three critical literature gaps
for supporting Urban Agriculture. The SWMM model parameters allowing engineers to develop
suitable green infrastructure design, are outlined in Chapter Two. Next, Chapter Three reviews
the impacts from agriculture through the Planetary Boundary Framework to suggest new green
infrastructure alternatives beyond the propaganda and miss-information of lobbyists. Chapter
Four combines Sensemaking experiences and the literature issues of Capital to bring holistic
perspectives of the Planetary Boundary Framework and Systems Theory. This resulted in the
science supporting a new definition of Urban Agriculture beyond the current paradigms. Herein,
I argue that the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals can be easily achieved when
the planning community understands the full definition of Urban Agriculture through this
Planetary Boundary Framework and System Thinking. The data based analysis of this study
5

recommends the Appreciative Inquiry approach with the Community Capitals Framework. This
integrated framework can direct stakeholders to establish new policies to achieve this next
evolutionary stage of the Anthropocene to reach the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals through social capital. I think it is important to identify this new definition to understand
the opportunities made available from the onset of Sustainable Development stepping beyond
the propaganda of multinational lobbyists.

6

CHAPTER 2: PARAMETERS SENSITIVITIES FOR
SUSTAINABLE URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE1
2.1 Introduction
This paper outlines the proper use of the EPA Stormwater Management Model (SWMM)
developing parameter values for professionals to model BMPs, LIDs, and other green
infrastructures. Green infrastructure uses natural processes such as infiltration and
evapotranspiration to reduce stormwater impacts to adjacent water bodies. Low Impact
Development (LID) mitigates stormwater sources through the use of technology and
infrastructure such as rain barrels, permeable pavements, grassed swales, green rooftops and
other BMPs. Similarly, EPA defines BMPs as “Best Management Practices” to include:
Schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices, maintenance
procedures, and other management practices to prevent or reduce
the pollution of “waters of the United States.” BMPs also include
treatment requirements, operating procedures, and practices to
control plant site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or
drainage from raw material storage (The National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System. Code of Federal Regulations, 40 CFR 122.2).
The literature details the current uses, and identifies the critical gaps in the data for
adequate parameter development to model LIDs and BMPs, See Figure 2.1. The SWMM

This chapter was published in Weaver, E. R. R., & M. H. Nachabe. 2017. Parameters sensitivities for sustainable
urban infrastructure Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers - Municipal Engineer. Ahead of Print, pp. 1–10.
Published online: March 3, 2017 http://dx.doi.org/10.1680/jmuen.16.00021 Permission is included in Appendix A.
1
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program development is discussed followed by a brief introduction to the sensitivity processes
used. This is further expanded in the following Section 2.3. Methods and Materials.

Figure 2.1 Asphalt parking swale demonstrating the typical construction
configuration for commercial parking lots (Rushton & Hastings, 2001)
The EPA Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) has been used internationally to
evaluate the dynamic rainfall-runoff effects of urban areas since 1971 (Rossman, 2015). The
current SWMM version allows LID and BMP simulations to represent urban quality and quantity
impacts to adjacent water bodies. To reduce these impacts, communities invest in sustainable
urban infrastructures, such as stormwater BMPs, LIDs, and other urban green infrastructures to
reduce stormwater runoff impacts.
Significant efforts have contributed to developing models and tools to evaluate these
more sustainable urban infrastructures. The literature currently has a great disparity in the
development of model parameters regarding sustainable urban infrastructure. To resolve this,
ten years of BMP sampling data has been compiled to support this sensitivity analysis of EPA
SWMM 5.1.011. This current study determines the model parameterization relationships for
selected LID features for use by others in future site development. The preliminary results
indicate that the derived model parameters are sufficient to support the configuration of
sustainable urban infrastructure as shown for the Florida Aquarium in Tampa, Florida.
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2.2 LIDs and BMPs to Reduce TMDLs
Many communities are investing substantially in sustainable urban infrastructure
systems to reduce non-point pollution loading as required to meet TMDL requirements (Barrett,
2015; Breuste, Artmann, Li, & Xie, 2015; Koppenjan & Enserink, 2009; Minsker et al., 2015).
Thus, considerable research efforts have explored sustainable urban infrastructure systems,
such as Low Impact Developments (LID; Barrett, 2015; Jia, Yao, & Shaw, 2013;
Niemczynowicz, 1994; Zhang, Hamlett, Reed, & Tang, 2013), stormwater Best Management
Practices (BMP; Field, Brown, & Vilkelis, 1994; J. H. Lee & Bang, 2000; Muthukrishnan & Field,
2004; Steffen, Jensen, Pomeroy, & Burian, 2013; Wanielista & Yousef, 1986), and other Green
Infrastructure technologies (GI, Barrett, 2015; Breuste et al., 2015; Karvazy & Webster, 2015).
Barrett (2015) noted that the recent 2015 Houston conference continued to promote
LIDs accelerating their use by improving understanding and informing practitioners, see Figure
2.2. The planning and construction of these sustainable urban infrastructure technologies
requires modelling of their impacts for proper design and community support. This present
sensitivity analysis focuses on the EPA SWMM version 5.1.011 program. Many BMPs have
already been modelled by SWMM (Burns et al., 2015; Gülbaz & Kazezyilmaz-Alhan, 2014;
Steffen et al., 2013; Van der Sterren et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013).

Figure 2.2 Grass parking swale demonstrating the LID construction
configuration to filter parking lot stormwater (picture used with permission
from Rushton & Hastings, 2001)
9

For example, Gülbaz and Kazezyilmaz-Alhan (2014) found when modelling 5% of Low
Impact Development (LID) areas in EPA SWMM resulted in the stormwater runoff reduced by
13%. Van der Sterren et al. (2014) reported that small-scale household rainwater capture
systems could be adequately modelled with XP-SWMM. Similarly, Burns et al. (2015) confirmed
that small scale neighbourhood rainwater collection tanks coupled with infiltration swales are
effective for reducing the overall flood area by 40%, see Figure 2.3 Typical Swale Cross
Section.

Figure 2.3 Typical swale cross section used throughout the site (picture used
with permission from Rushton & Hastings, 2001)
However, Fletcher et al. (2013) suggested that the software modelling technologies for
estimating water balances and pollutants is poor. Hamel et al. (2013) agree that the sustainable
infrastructure infiltration modelling efforts are limited with the "fundamental research gaps in
catchment modelling" (p. 208). Model parameter development is necessary for accurate
modelling of BMPs. Jacobson (2011) further defined how a sensitivity analyses was still
necessary for understanding how calibration parameters affect software modelling technologies.
Many authors have completed model sensitivity analyses for priority parameter
identification (Barco et al., 2008; Krebs et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Song et al., 2015;
Zaghloul, 1983). These methods help define which model parameters have the highest impact
10

on the final model outcomes. For example, Lee et al. (2014) found that for pervious pavement
installations of sustainable urban infrastructure the horizontal exfiltration was the critical
parameter for simulation of the hydrologic performance. Krebs et al. (2013) determined that the
vital parameters in the sensitivity analysis of closed conduit flow SWMM simulations are the
Manning’s n coefficients and the impervious depression storage. However, many of these
studies are missing measured site data. The present analysis will examine long-term samples
data sensitivities of the infiltration swales added to EPA SWMM Version 5.1.011 (Rossman,
2015).
Song et al. (2015) claimed that no particular sensitivity analysis is better than any other,
while using multiple methods at the same time is advantageous. Rosa et al., (2015) confirm that
suitable catchment data is necessary for proper calibrations for LID modelling, as most cases
are missing this data. Chow et al., (2012) used EPA SWMM version 5.0 to determine that the
runoff depth and peak flow are sensitive to urban catchment parameters. Zhang (2014) similarly
used SWMM Version 5.1.006. Rosa et al. (2015) recommended that more detailed Green-Ampt
parameters in the SWMM manual would support better calibration efforts. Finally, these recent
publications also conclude that a long-term data analysis is missing from the published
literature. The following analysis will use a common sensitivity analysis method to examine longterm data collected over ten years to resolve these issues.
2.3 Methods and Materials
A long-term BMP analysis is critical to engineering and landuse administrator’s support
of sustainable urban infrastructure systems. This BMP analysis will give planners confidence in
the technologies to encourage greater community support. The modelling of the configuration
parameters developed for the Florida Aquarium, see Figure 2.4, support BMP analysis for
implementation in urban construction.
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Figure 2.4 Florida Aquarium study area with parking lot drainage swale locations
clouded in dotted area (picture used with permission from Rushton & Hastings,
2001)
This analysis will include values such as conductivity, suction head, initial deficit,
impervious roughness, pervious roughness, impervious slope, pervious slope, percent zero
impervious, percent impervious, drainage width, basin slope, and basin curb length collected
from construction in 1995 to 2005 (Burns, Fletcher, Walsh, Ladson, & Hart, 2014; Rossman,
2010). The Florida Aquarium parking lot included specific designs to test many BMPs, where
sampling was completed for over 10 years (Rushton & Hastings, 2001). The required data for
this analysis was obtained from the public records archives at the Southwest Florida Water
Management District (SWFWMD) and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection
(FDEP).
2.3.1 Study Area
The site for the Florida Aquarium included many BMP pilot tests in the parking lot
designed by Ekistics Design Studio, Urban Landscape Architects. This included the different
parking lot materials of pavement, concrete, and pervious paving, both with and without
vegetative swales (Figures 2.1 and 2.2 as located in Figure 2.5). SWFWMD and FDEP funded
the installation of monitoring equipment to be supplemented by grab samples tested in their
labs. A total of 59 rain events were recorded ranging from 0.25 inches to 3 inches (Rushton &
12

Hastings, 2001). Each separate basin had data collected individually to evaluate the difference
between the installed BMPs.
The subsequent data analysis will support the use of model parameters for simulation of
BMPs in other locations. Additionally, model parameters are compared to determine key BMP
features that support selective flow reductions. Thus, the proposed analysis simulates a
selected sample of the site layout, as shown in Figure 2.5 Model Area, and develops the
parameters for BMP configuration. The completed system analysis allows detailed comparison
of the existing BMPs used in the industry to publish the important results and submit the findings
to industry professionals for future model simulations of new site improvements seeking to
support BMP installations.

Figure 2.5 Model area of the parking lot is shown to include four separate swale
designs (picture used with permission from Rushton & Hastings, 2001)
2.3.2 SWMM Calibration
As shown in Figure 2.5, the parking lot model for this BMP analysis includes four main
subcatchments representative of the entire site. The SWMM data parameters for these
subcatchments begin with the measures that are site specific to the areas modelled. The flows
through each of the systems identified were collected onsite for over 10 years. For this
calibration selected storms were run to match the maximum flows observed on site. Each
system diagrammed on site includes the basin outline, the basin node which outfalls to the

13

system nodes as listed in Table 2.1. The system node represent the beginning of the swale
configuration also noted in Table 2.1 by the numbered links and the Model Layout (Figure 2.5).
Table 2.1 System calibration configuration
LID/BMP Config.
System
Links
Asphalt w/ swale
node43
35
Asphalt w/o swale
node14
36
Perv. Cement w/ swale node16
37
Perm. Paving w/ swale
node15
38
The swales each end at the SD nodes which represent the stormwater structures
discharging to the drainage pipes connected to the outfall pond at SD-15. Thus, the Simulated
versus Observed data provided in Figure 2.6, is looking at the maximum flows through the links
numbers to the SD structures which are the critical points for the analysis. All reported analyses
are addressing these same structure points. Thus, each of these SD structures represents the
final outfall of the different BMP configurations used in the Low Impact Development
configuration.

Link Flows
0.25

Max Flow (cfs)

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

35

36

37

38

Link Numbers

Simulated

Observed

Figure 2.6 Model calibration
The simulated flows were calibrated to the observed flow as noted in Figure 2.6. The first
BMP studied, Link 35, was the parking lot with a grassed swale (see Figure 2.2). Link 36 is the
14

same sized parking lot, but without the grassed swale (see Figure 2.1). The difference between
these designs indicates a 34% increase in flows as noted in Figure 2.6. This shows the
effectiveness of adding the grassed swale to lower the flows. Additionally, Link 37 includes
pervious cement and a grassed swale, which decreased the stormwater runoff by 60% over the
asphalt alone in Link 36. Using the permeable paving with a grassed swale, as indicated by Link
38, reduced the flow nearly 85% over the asphalt design of Link 36.
This is a substantial reduction of stormwater leaving this parking area. In this last
configuration a substantial amount of stormwater is soaking into the permeable pavement and
the grassed swales. This LID design change will reduce the pipe and pond sizes required to
remove and attenuate the excess stormwater derived from paving a parking lot resulting in a
significant construction cost reduction. Figure 2.6 shows the differences between the different
BMP designs at this location. Examining the differences between these designs allows a clear
understanding of the parameterization used in the SWMM stormwater software. However, as
indicated in the ten years of data collected at the Florida Aquarium, this permeability rate
decreased over time because of the silting of the voids in the permeable pavement (critical data
supporting site maintenance requirement for a future study).
2.3.3 SWMM Parameterization
For this analysis, the Florida Aquarium site data, see Table 2.2, was obtained from the
original permit files and verified with site visits and reviews with project design staff at Ekistics
Design Studios. For the sensitivity analysis these variables were all kept constant as designed
and installed at the Florida Aquarium site.
Table 2.2 Subcatchment site properties *
Name

Area

Description of subcatchment site properties
Name of node or subcatchment that receives runoff from
subcatchment
Area of subcatchment (acres or hectares)

%Imperv

Percent imperviousness of subcatchment

OutiD
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Table 2.2 (Continued)
Width

Characteristic width of subcatchment (ft or meters)

Slope

Subcatchment slope (percent)

Clength

Total curb length (any length units)
Name of snow pack object (from [SNOWPACKS] section) that
Spack
characterizes snow accumulation and melting over the
subcatchment
*(adopted from Rossman, 2010)
The Subcatchment Site Data in Table 2.2 introduces the first set of properties to
simulate the LID configuration at the Florida Aquarium. According to the SWMM manual,
subcatchment characteristic width (see Table 2.2) is a calibration parameter that should be
adjusted to improve agreement between observed and predicted runoff volume and peak flow. It
is defined as the characteristic width of the overland flow path for sheet flow runoff and an initial
estimate is obtained by dividing the area of a subcatchment by the average maximum overland
flow length (Rossman, 2010). This was completed in the previous section. The additional
parameters required for the subcatchments area are listed in Table 2.3 were modified for the
sensitivity analysis.

Name

Table 2.3 Subareas site parameters *
Description of subareas data parameter

Nimp

Manning's n for overland flow over the impervious sub-area

Nperv

Manning's n for overland flow over the pervious sub-area

Sperv

Depression storage for pervious sub-area (inches or mm)

%Zero

Percent of impervious area with no depression storage
Use impervious if pervious area runoff runs onto impervious area,
RouteTo pervious if impervious runoff runs onto pervious area, or outlet if
both areas drain to the subcatchment's outlet (default = outlet)
Percent of runoff routed from one type of area to another (default =
%Rted
I00).
*(adopted from Rossman, 2010)
In this case, the parameters that were part of the sensitivity analysis are listed in Table
2.4 with the appropriate referenced range of values derived from the literature as noted.
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Table 2.4 Subareas parameter ranges used in sensitivity analysis *
Nimp
Nperv
SImp (in)
Spev (in)
0.01 - 0.015
0.13 - 0.4
(McCuen,
(McCuen,
1996)
1996)
*(adopted from Rossman, 2010)

0.1 - 0.5
(Jones,
1992)

0.1 - 0.5
(Jones,
1992)

Another set of subcatchment parameters to be analysed are listed in Table 2.5, these
are providing for the Green-Ampt infiltration calculations completed for subareas in the
simulation (including the referenced parameter ranges for the sandy urban soils at this site
location).
Table 2.5 Swale infiltrations parameter ranges used in sensitivity analysis *
Parameter Description
Values
Suction

Soil capillary suction (in).

Ksat

Soil saturated hydraulic conductivity (in/hr)
Initial soil moisture deficit (volume of voids / total
InitDef
volume)
*(Rawls et al., 1983; Rossman, 2010)

1.93 - 9.0
0.2 – 4.74
0.2 0.375

The primary set of parameters specific for a BMP are defined in SWMM as the LID
Surface Layers associated with a swale. The values from the Florida Aquarium construction
plans are entered in the SWMM data fields as depicted in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 LID swale layers for vegetative swale for data entry into SWMM
(adopted from SWMM 5.1.011 [Computer software]. Cincinnati, OH, U.S. EPA).
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These parameters are defined in Table 2.6 with a suitable range of values referenced
from the literature.
Table 2.6 Parameters for swale layers as shown from SWMM in Figure 2.7*
Parameter

Description

Values

When confining walls or berms are present, this is the
maximum depth to which water can pond above the
surface of the unit before overflow occurs (in inches or
mm). For LIDs that experience overland flow it is the
height of any surface depression storage. For swales, it
is the height of its trapezoidal cross section (in).

6-8

Fraction of the area above the surface that is filled with
vegetation (%).

0.0 - 0.2

Rough

Manning's n for overland flow over the surface of porous
pavement or a vegetative swale. Use 0 for other types of
LIDs.

0.13 - 0.4

Slope

Slope of porous pavement surface or vegetative swale
(%). Use 0 for other types of LIDs.

StorHt

VegFrac

X slope

Slope (run over rise) of the side walls of a vegetative
swale's cross section. Use 0 for other types of LIDs.
*(adopted from McCuen, 1996; Rossman, 2010)

0.1 - 2
3:1 – 5:1

2.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis
Rosa et al. (2015) recommended adjustment of the value by 50% as the calibration
methods used by Jewell et al. (1978). Meeting these conditions, each parameter is adjusted to
calculate the associated sensitivity of the results compared to the original model data. However,
these procedures were not used whenever the suitable range of values for the proposed
parameter did allow for a 50% change. For example, in Table 2.6 the swale cross section slope
(X slope) onsite is 4:1. To examine the sensitivity of this parameter the revised parameter only
has a range of 3:1 – 5:1, or only a 25% adjustment for examining this parameter sensitivity,
which is less that the 50% recommended by Rosa et al. (2015).
Furthermore, Rosa et al. (2015) also recommended the sensitivity analysis methods
published by James and Burges (1982). This technique determines sensitivity (S) as the change
of the model results (R) over the change of the parameter (P). Thus:
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S = dR/dP
Similarly, Relative Sensitivity (Sr) as derived by James and Burges (1982) is:
Sr = (dR/dP)(P/R)
These sensitivity calculations for the parameters discussed in Section 3.2 were
completed. To enable easier comparisons the percentage change of the original value along
with the sensitivity values were also reviewed. The previous data in Table 2.6 of Parameters for
swales resulted in Table 2.7 for the sensitivity values. The first set of values (% dP = change in
parameter; S = Sensitivity; Sr = Relative Sensitivity) represent the (P1 to P2) calculation while
the second set of values represent the (P1 to P3) calculation. Each parameter change is carried
out for all four swale BMPs studied to support comparison.

StorHt
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale
VegFrac
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Rough
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Slope
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Xslope
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale

P1
6
6
6
6

Table 2.7 Swale parameter sensitivities
P2
% dP
S
Sr
P3
5
-17%
0.48 11.7%
8
0.14
4.1%
0.06
2.4%
0.06
7.3%

% dP
33%

S
-0.17
-0.12
-0.05
-0.04

Sr
-4.3%
-3.7%
-1.8%
-4.8%

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0

100%

0.60
0.00
0.00
0.20

0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%

0.2

300%

-0.07
-0.33
0.00
-0.07

0.0%
-0.1%
0.0%
-0.1%

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

0.13

-13%

2.00
1.50
.50
1.00

1.2%
1.1%
0.5%
3.0%

0.4

167%

-2.08
-1.92
-0.60
-0.80

-1.3%
-1.4%
-0.6%
-2.4%

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.1

-50%

1.10
0.40
0.30
0.20

0.9%
0.4%
0.4%
0.8%

2

900%

0.21
0.07
0.03
0.02

0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%

4
4
4
4

3

-25%

0.26
0.13
0.06
0.05

4.2%
2.6%
1.6%
4.0%

5

25%

0.27
0.11
0.03
0.04

4.4%
2.2%
0.8%
3.2%
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2.4 Results
The results of this analysis indicate the sensitivity of the different BMP drainage systems
under analysis. In this analysis, each swale has the same size and configuration allowing for
detailed review of the parameters specific for the LID design. These adjustments of parameters
resulted in effects across the system. For example, the StorHt represents the storage height
available for ponding in the systems. Thus, the reduction of the StorHt parameter by one foot
increased the permeable paving w/ swale design flow by Sr = 11.7% while the asphalt w/o
swale only increase by 2.4%. This is completely reasonable and expected as less depth
retaining the stormwater will increase flow because of lower storage and also because of lower
permeable area outflows, while the pavement only areas have the lower storage. Similarly,
reducing the VegFrac has a zero effect on the asphalt w/o the swale but increases outflows
elsewhere. Other changes of parameters show similar changes for the flows in each BMP
design. Reviewing these values similarly reveals the relationships of different parameters for
improving LID systems. Further, the swale modification can have even more significant changes
to the outfall flow rates. However, these parameter changes can have significant cost
implication. For example, changing the soil conductivity (Ksat in Table 2.8) from sand (Ksat =
4.74) to loam (Ksat = 0.2) requires excavating the existing sand and replacing it with purchases
loam soil.

Ksat
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Suction
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale

Table 2.8 Infiltrations parameter sensitivity analysis
P1
P2
% dP
S
Sr
P2
% dP
4.74
0.2
-96% -0.90
2
-58%
17.3%
4.74
-0.61
4.74
-0.31 14.1%
-9.6%
4.74
-0.21
20.4%
1.93
5
159% -5.62
9
366%
43.9%
1.93
-4.58
1.93
-3.20 43.4%
40.3%
1.93
-0.48
18.5%
20

S
-0.68
-0.43
-0.21
-0.14

Sr
13.0%
10.0%
-6.6%
13.6%

-0.07
-0.05
-0.02
-0.02

-0.6%
-0.4%
-0.2%
-0.7%

Table 2.8 (Continued)
InitDef
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt
w/o
swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Nimp
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt
w/o
swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Nimp
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt
w/o
swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Simp
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv. Cement
w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale
Spev
Perm. Paving w/
swale
Perv.
Cement w/
swale
Asphalt w/o swale
Asphalt w/ swale

0.37
5
0.37
5
0.37
5
0.37
5
0.01
3
0.01
3
0.01
3
0.01
3
0.01
3
0.01
3
0.01
3
0.01
3

0.2

47
%

1.77
0.80
0.46
0.23

2.7%
1.5%
1.1%
1.7%

0.4

7%

-0.40
-0.40
-0.40
-0.80

-0.6%
-0.7%
-1.0%
-6.0%

0.01

23
%

10.00
26.67
3.33
16.67

0.5%
1.7%
0.3%
4.4%

0.012

-8%

14.00
20.00
0.00
20.00

7.4%
1.3%
0.0%
5.2%

0.014

8%

-70.00
-20.00
0.00
-20.00

-3.7%
-1.3%
0.0%
-5.2%

0.015

15%

-20.00
-35.00
-20.00
-5.00

-1.1%
-2.2%
-1.7%
-1.3%

0.9
%
0.6
%
0.6
%
0.6
%
0.1
0.0
%
0.0
%
0.0
%

0.4

300%

-1.97
-1.30
-0.93
-0.30

0.4

100%

0.00
0.05
0.05
0.00

0.8
%
0.6
%
0.6
%
0.6
%
0.0
%
0.0
%
0.1
%
0.0
%

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.2

100%

-2.10
-1.20
-0.90
-0.30

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.1

-50%

-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.5 Discussion
Each parameter listed in Tables 2.3 and 2.6 were adjusted to evaluate the sensitivity to
changes within the suitable range for the parameters at the Florida Aquarium site. As another
more specific example, the cross-sections slopes on the existing site are at 4:1, while this data
review indicates the steeper slopes will result in a higher flow rate. The data indicates that at 4:1
side slopes during the storm event results indicated that the swale carries about 1.08 cfs to the
outfall structure. With the 25% change in the side slopes this swale flows increased to 1.09 cfs.
This simple calculation shows the significance of this sensitivity analysis, since adjusting 128
feet of swale from the 4:1 slope to a 3:1 slope in Florida will require a significant investment to
ensure adequate slope stabilization, changing from hydroseeding to sodding, see Table 2.9.
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Table 2.9 Florida swale grass requirements *
Establishment Technique Conditions
1.a. Hydroseeding

1.b. Establishing Bermuda grass

2. Seeding with straw mulch and jute mesh or
erosion netting

3. Sodding

Conditions
1. Slopes less than 5%.
2. Velocity less than 3 feet (1 m) per second.
1. Majority of drainage can be diverted away
from channel by sprigging during germination
and establishment.
2. Erosion-resistant soil.
1 . Slopes less than 5%.
2. Velocity less than 5 feet (1.5 m) per second.
3. Majority of drainage cannot be diverted from
channel during germination and establishment.
4. Moderately erodible soil.
1. Slopes greater than 5%.
2. Velocity between 5 and 6 feet (1.5 to 1.8 m)
per second.
3. Majority of drainage cannot be diverted away
from channel during germination and
establishment.
4. Highly erodible soil.

*(adopted from DeWiest & Livingston, 2008)
Sodding can cost as much as $1-2/sf while hydroseeding can be as cheap as $0.07-0.15
/sf making the additional 0.01cfs of flow in this example very expensive which is important for
choosing which parameters are suitable for changing in different LID configurations..
Understanding these fundamental limitations for modelling will simplify future analyses
and calibrations, as does this completed sensitivity analysis. A future SWMM user must first
examine the results provided to note where the changes and variabilities are reasonable. Thus,
the distribution of sensitivity measures provided in Table 2.7 and 2.8 supports understanding of
the parameter changes for quicker calibration. Finally, Tables 2.1-2.5 provide many parameters
from the SWMM manual, but also include additional references to other suitable sources as
requested by Rosa et al. (2015).
2.6 Conclusion
The results of this analysis indicated that the new EPA SWMM 5.1.011 more closely
simulates the sustainable urban infrastructure components. The current model configuration
provides a great deal of flexibility to allow users to focus on the specific measures that are
suitable for reducing the impacts to the receiving waters. These preliminary results indicate that
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model parameters are sufficient to support the configuration of sustainable urban infrastructure
at the Florida Aquarium in Tampa, Florida. This analysis provides a strong indication of the
sensitivity relationships of parameters allowing engineers, designers, and planners to simulate
sustainable urban infrastructure at other locations. The physical properties of swale vegetation,
including the volume fraction and associated manning's show the greatest impacts while
changes in the slopes and storage might be more costly and have limited results.
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CHAPTER 3: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: FOR PEOPLE OR PROFIT?2
3.1 Introduction
Sustainability has made steady progress, according to the 2000 United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development (RIO+20), since 1987 when the Brundtland
Commission released its “Report of the World Commission on the Environment and
Development: Our Common Future.” This work included agreements by world leaders to
address human impact on the environment (United Nations, 1992a), climate change,
desertification and biodiversity (United Nations, 1992b), policy implementation plans (United
Nations, 2002), and food production (G8 Summit, 2009). However, these policies did not
translate into action, leading scientists prior to the first Earth Summit in 1992 to request global
political leaders to commit to actions beyond additional policy agreements, and discussions to
address environmental degradation.3
Research defined how environmental degradation continues to impact planetary
systems (Rockström et al., 2009a). Again, before the June 2012 Rio+20 Earth Summit,
scientists made recommendations to the world’s political leaders for decisive actions against the
environmental degradation problems (Biermann et al., 2012; UNEP, 2012; Hansen, Sato, &
Ruedy; 2012, Barnosky et al., 2012). Here we show that although scientists consistently "cry
wolf" for enforced environmental regulations and critical actions, the politicians have their own
agenda and thus do not listen to scientists' recommendations (Hansen et al., 2012).

This chapter was published in Weaver, E. R. R. (2015). Sustainable Development for People or Profit? Sub urb an
Sustainab ility, 3(1), 2. Retrieved from http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/subsust/vol3/iss1/2 Permission is included in
Appendix A.
3 Statement by the Royal Society and National Academy of Sciences ( 1992), Union of Concemed
Scientists (1992), Watson (1992), Holden (1992), Stem (1993), Hansen et al. (1991).
2
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Building a sustainable alternative is required before any population can comprehend and
undertake the required actions to support Earth’s carrying capacity into the 22nd Century,
according to Leach et al. (2012). Leach argues that we find that the "status quo" (IAASTD,
2009) paradigm of industrial agriculture systems is the primary factor impacting our planet’s
ecosystem. Population support for new agricultural alternatives must begin with recognizing that
this "status quo" (IAASTD, 2009) is about corporations and politicians maintaining their profits,
not sustaining the planet, supporting the Earth’s carrying capacity, or creating sustainable food
security for any population.4 "Business as usual is no longer an option" (IAASTD, 2009).
Thus, here we show the major threat to sustainable agricultural systems and the Earth’s
carrying capacity is not only global warming, water shortages, and biodiversity loss; the existing
sustainable agricultural systems are threatened most by industrial agriculture and the
associated corporate land grabs (Cotula & Vermeulen, 2009; ETC Group, 2009; Gall, 2003a, b;
Ayres, 2004), toxic over spray (Horrigan, Lawrence, & Walker, 2002; Carson, 1962; Davidson,
Shaffer, & Jennings 2002; Jamison et al., 2006; Lindley, 1976) and GMO drift (IAASTD, 2009;
Horrigan, Lawrence, & Walker, 2002).
3.2 Unsustainable Industrial Agriculture
Industrial agriculture is the primary reason for human-provoked planetary impacts.
Unsustainable industrial agricultural systems impact all the planetary systems defined by
Rockström et al. (2009a) in research at the Stockholm Resilience Centre. Industry's unrelenting
environmental degradation has impacted the Planetary Boundaries and threatens Earth’s
carrying capacity (Cohen, 1995) for fundamental sustenance of all human populations. As
shown in Figure 3.1, the original work of Rockström et al. (2009b) was so profound that it was
highlighted in the top tier journal Nature. Similarly, articles to support this current debate were
compiled from comparable top tier journals and references derived therein. The next section
Monsanto Company. "Improving Agriculture" entry. Company website. 2002 -2013. Retrieved
Sunday, 12/16/2012. http://www.monsanto.com/improvingagriculture/pages/our-role.aspx
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details the increased human-provoked impacts resulting from industrial agriculture in seven of
these nine planetary systems studied in top tier journals.

Figure 3.1 Planetary boundaries. The "safe operating space" indicated by the
red circle for maintaining the planet's environment is based on nine critical
system thresholds for Earth's sustainability. The blue identified areas exceed
these scientifically determined limits (Felix Pharand-Deschenes,
www.globaia.org, www.anthropocene.info, used with permission).
3.2.1 Biodiversity Loss
The current industrial agricultural system causes loss of biodiversity according to Altieri
(1999), Tscharntke et al. (2005), Chapin III et al. (2000), Ehrlich and Wilson (1991), and
Davidson, Shaffer, & Jennings (2002). Tscharntke et al. explain that industrial agriculture is a
major threat to biodiversity globally, since such large areas of landscape are impacted by
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agriculture and further note that, as agrochemical use increased after World War II in Europe,
cereal yields also increased, but with the simultaneous decline of bird populations . For example,
Hole et al. (2005) and Krebs et al. (1999) noted that industrial agricultural is the "principal cause
of the widespread declines in European farmland bird populations (e.g. Donald et al., 2001a;
Krebs et al., 1999) and reductions in abundance and diversity of a host of plant and invertebrate
taxa (e.g. Donald, 1998; Preston et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 1999) over the past four decades"
(p. 114).
Davidson, Shaffer, and Jennings (2002) found that four out of five California amphibians
were impacted by upwind agricultural uses of agrochemicals, causing population declines as
"exposure to pesticides may weaken immune systems, increasing susceptibility to disease" (p.
1599). Ehrlich and Wilson (1991) reviewed three primary reasons to support biodiversity,
beginning with the obvious: aesthetic and ethical reasons as a fundamental moral responsibility,
then moving on to the considerable economic benefits that include industrial products, food, and
medicines derived from biodiversity. Thirdly, and most critical, they point to the ecosystem
services of biodiversity that maintain the oxygen composition of the atmosphere, biodegrade
materials to create soils, and support other functions fundamental for food production.
MacDonald and Nierenberg (2003) estimated that a healthy global ecosystem provides
services such as insects that pollinate crops, and healthy, soil-cleansed water that help to avoid
costs to society of nearly $61 trillion. Chapin III et al. (2000) state that the current extinction
rates are nearly 100-1,000 times greater now than before people became dominant on Earth.
They give further detail about how interaction of species supports key resources within the
environment that are important for a sustained planet (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 The role of biodiversity in global change. “Human activities that are
motivated by economic, cultural, intellectual, aesthetic and spiritual goals (1) are
now causing environmental and ecological changes of global significance (2). By
a variety of mechanisms, these global changes contribute to changing
biodiversity, and changing biodiversity feeds back on susceptibility to species
invasions (3, purple arrows; see text). Changes in biodiversity, through changes
in species traits, can have direct consequences for ecosystem services and, as a
result, human economic and social activities (4). In addition, changes in
biodiversity can influence ecosystem processes (5). Altered ecosystem
processes can thereby influence ecosystem services that benefit humanity (6)
and feedback to further alter biodiversity (7, red arrow). Global changes may also
directly affect ecosystem processes (8, blue arrows). Depending on the
circumstances, the direct effects of global change may be either stronger or
weaker than effects mediated by changes in diversity. We argue that the costs of
loss of biotic diversity, although traditionally considered to be ‘outside the box’ of
human welfare, must be recognized in our accounting of the costs and benefits of
human activities” (Quoted in Chapin, et al., 2002. Used with permission).
Similarly, Renner (2012) estimates that "52 percent of commercial fish stocks are fully
exploited, about 20 percent are overexploited, and 8 percent are depleted" (p. 5). Further,
Myers and Worm (2003) noted that the "status quo" in industrialized fishing has consumed 90%
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of the global large predatory fish, while similar studies have identified a multitude of fisheries
that have been overexploited or collapsed (see Table 3.1). For example, MacDonald and
Nierenberg (2003) noted "over fishing caused the collapse of cod stocks off Canada’s coast in
the early 1990s, it threw 30,000 people out of work and decimated the economies of 700
communities in Newfoundland" (p. 42). Of critical concern in more recent research, Worm et al.
(2006) estimated all currently harvested species will similarly collapse by 2048, further reducing
Earth’s carrying capacity as supported by Table 3.1.
Authors
AH Altieri, MD Bertness, TC
Coverdale, NC Herrmann
(2012)
TR Johnson, JA Wilson, C
Cleaver (2012)
W Li (2012)
Henderson, Peter A.; Plenty,
Shaun J.; Newton, Lyn C.; et
al. (2012)
Zwolinski, Juan P.; Demer,
David A. (2012)

Table 3.1 Collapsed fisheries *
Concern areas
collapse of a growing number
of shallow-water marine
ecosystem
collapse of the Sea Urchin
Fishery in Maine, USA
fishery collapse with two
periods analysis in Dong
Jiang Lake
collapse of European eel
(Anguilla anguilla) in the
Bristol Channel
forecasts a collapse of the
sardine stock

Downing, Andrea S.; van
Nes, Egbert H.; Janse, Jan
H.; et al. (2012)
Chapman, Demian D.;
Simpfendorfer, Colin A.;
Wiley, Tonya R.; et al. (2012)

Journal
Ecology, 93(6), p. 1402–1410
Ecology and Society, 17(2),
p. 15.
Journal of Agricultural
Science, 4(7), p. 172
Journal of the Marine
Biological Association, 92(4),
p. 843-85
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences,
109(11), p. 4175-4180
Ecological Applications,
22(1), p. 229-23

collapse and reorganization
of a food web of Mwanza
Gulf, Lake Victoria
collapse in a critically
Journal of Heredity, 102(6),
endangered marine fish: the
p. 643-652
Smalltooth Sawfish (Pristis
pectinata)
*World of Knowledge database search for the topic "collapse & fish" yielded 243
articles. This table represents a random sample of these articles, all completed
by different authors and from different journals in various locations.

3.2.2 Nitrogen and Phosphorus Cycles
The "status quo" of industrialized agriculture includes fertilizers as a major culprit in
global warming and water body eutrophication (Fedoroff et al., 2010; Bennett, Carpenter, &
Caraco, 2001; Arbuckle & Downing, 2001; Bright, 2003). For example, Arbuckle and Downing
(2001) completed a detailed study of agricultural lands in Iowa including 113 lakes to find
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significant nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations associated with row crop industrial
agriculture practices. Bennett, Carpenter, and Caraco (2001) estimated that Earth’s water
systems have 75% greater amounts of phosphorus than in the preindustrial times. This over
enrichment results in eutrophication causing algae blooms, which deplete oxygen, kill fish,
reduce biodiversity, and increase toxins making water undrinkable. He continued this analysis to
state that "clearly, P [phosphorus] is accumulating in Earth’s surface soils, primarily in
agricultural areas" (Bennett, Carpenter, & Caraco, 2001, p. 231). More specifically, Fedoroff et
al. (2010) noted that "nitrogenous compounds in fertilizers are major contributors to waterway
eutrophication and greenhouse gas emissions" (p. 833). Bright (2003) estimates that people
have doubled the release of nitrogen to nearly 350 million tons per year while phosphorus
delivery is 3.7 times the natural rate of 13 million tons per year.
3.2.3 Change in Land Use
Industrial agriculture impacts on land use, be it from deforestation or typical agricultural
practices, have significantly increased the loss of soil (Pimentel et al., 1995; Montgomery, 2007;
Brown, 2011a; Turner & Rabalais, 2003). Montgomery (2007) detailed how the global data
confirms the fact that agricultural practices result in twice as much soil loss from erosion than
from soil production. Turner and Rabalais (2003) referred to the work of the Iowa State Planning
Commission in 1948 (cited in Prince, 1997) stating that "disturbance of the state’s prairie had
caused the loss of 192,643 metric tons per km2 of soil and that 40% of Iowa had lost 50% to
75% of its surface soil" (p. 566).
More specifically, they stated that agriculture as late as 1780: "On this continent, the
cheap and unlimited land[,] promoted a widespread attitude that land could be used, exhausted,
or destroyed as the case may be, and then abandoned for new land" (Turner & Rabalais, 2003,
p. 566). This practice is fundamental to the ways that multinational industrial processes create
profits through exploitation of the global commons. Brown (2011a) argues that the health of the
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population cannot be separated from the health of the soil and specifically quantifies this,
claiming that "for each inch of topsoil lost, wheat and corn yields declined by close to 6%" (p.
26). Pimentel et al. (1995) took this one step further with an analysis of corn farming expenses,
breaking it down to the economic and energy costs required by the agricultural industry to
replace the loss of soils (see Table 3.2), which converts to a total of $27 billion per year in the
US alone.
Table 3.2 Estimated annual costs (per hectare) of soil and water loss *

*These values are from conventional corn, assuming the current water and wind
erosion rate of 17 tons ha-1 year-1 over the long term (20 years). Adopted from
Pimentel, D., Harvey, C., Resosudarmo, P., Sinclair, K., Kurz, D., McNair, M., . . .
Blair, R. “Environmental and economic costs of soil erosion and conservation
benefits.” 1995. Science, 267(5201), p.1119. (Used with permission).
Further, Brown (2011b) provides extensive details about the global impacts of industrial
agriculture on Earth’s carrying capacity. This includes a specific review of the impacts on the
soil, air, and waters of Earth. For example, the issues of soil erosion and desertification have
reached critical proportions internationally, where "desertification now affects 25 percent of
Earth’s land area. And it threatens the livelihoods of more than 1 billion people - the families of
farmers and herders in roughly 100 countries" (Brown 2011b, p. 37). The plant life of Earth
protects the soil from wind and water erosion, while the increase of industrial agriculture
techniques of meat herd over-grazing, crop area over-plowing, and forest clear-cutting remove
this important plant life leaving the soil bare for erosion and further desertification.
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3.2.4 Water Pollution
Industrial agriculture is a major cause of the world’s water pollution (Turner & Rabalais
2003; Mallin, 2000; Kennedy & Worcester 2004; Kirby, 2010; MacDonald, 2012; Mikhail, 2012;
Horrigan, Lawrence, & Walker, 2002). Factory farms now concentrate manure in adjacent
lagoons. This changed the ecological manure, which supported previous generations’ family
farms, into toxic waste, impacting water supplies. Research in this area has shown that "US
animal factories yield 100 times more waste than all US human sewage plants" (Kirby, 2010).
For example, on June 22, 1995 25 million gallons of swine waste leaked into the New River, on
July 3, nine million gallons of poultry waste spilled into Limestone Creek, and on August 8 of the
same year, one million gallons of swine waste into Harris Creek, NC. All of this occurred before
hurricanes Fran and Bonnie flooded these areas the following year (Mallin, 2000). Kennedy and
Worcester (2004) details this tragedy of Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation in North
Carolina by finding that "there are many studies that show that factory farms have a devastating
impact on rural economies and quality of life. There is not a single empirical study showing net
benefits to rural communities" (p. 51). They continue explaining below:
Pig factories produce far more manure than is needed to fertilize the
fields around them. The costs of properly treating and disposing of
this waste make factory farming uncompetitive for traditional farms unless they violate numerous environmental laws. Because factory
meat producers must break the law in order to survive, the industry's
business plan relies on the assumption that pork factories will be able
to evade prosecution by improperly influencing government officials
(Kennedy & Worcester 2004, p. 52) The industry routinely uses
bullying lawyers and illegal intimidation, threats, harassment and
violence to terrorize and silence its critics (p. 53).
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Kirby (2010) also noted, "Human sewage is treated to kill pathogens but animal waste is
not. Hog manure has 10-to-100 times more pathogens than human waste." Similarly, China’s
livestock generates 2.7 billion tons of manure (MacDonald, 2012). Further, fertilizer and
pesticides applied to farming areas leach into groundwater and surface waters (Mikhail, 2012).
Turner and Rabalais (2003) summarize the many studies, which define the agricultural
application of fertilizer to be the primary source of increased nutrient loadings in major rivers
and estuary systems. Their review of the 1,151,000 square mile Mississippi River Basin, which
drains the 14 state industrial agriculture region of the US "breadbasket," had 40% of the rivers
listed as "impaired" by EPA in 2000. The river impact resulted in a nearly 8,000 square mile
dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico. Further, this impact resulted from exceeding a tipping point
mentioned earlier by Rockström et al. (2009b) such that "when the atomic ratio of silicate to
nitrate falls below 1:1, the food web off the Mississippi River seems to switch from a diatom
based ecosystem to another ecosystem state that may be less desirable" (Turner & Rabalais,
2003, p. 570). Further, Horrigan, Lawrence, and Walker (2002) accounts that the EPA "has
blamed current farming practices for 70% of the pollution in the nation’s rivers and streams. The
agency reports that runoff of chemicals, silt, and animal waste from U.S. farmland has polluted
more than 173,000 miles of waterways" (p. 447). Additionally, Frommel et al. (2012) claimed
that "Ocean acidification, caused by increasing atmospheric concentrations of CO2, is one of
the most critical anthropogenic threats to marine life" (p. 42).
3.2.5 Water Use
Industrial agriculture contributes significantly to global water shortages (Gleick, 2000;
Mikhail 2012; Horrigan, Lawrence, & Walker, 2002). Mikhail (2012) estimated that 70% of global
freshwater is used for agriculture, dropping water tables, and causing saltwater intrusion.
Horrigan, Lawrence, and Walker (2002) had determined that one-third of the agricultural food
production came from irrigated lands as depicted in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Global water use by industry (10^9 m3/yr). Data compiled from
values, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). Website
accessed on 10/05/2015 http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/main/index.stm.
Gleick (2000) estimated this water was used to irrigate nearly 267 million hectares in
2000, nearly seven times as much as in 1900 as depicted in Figure 3.4. However, he also noted
that nearly 40% of this water is lost through leaky pipes and overspray.

Figure 3.4 World populations, water use and irrigation areas. Adopted from
Gleick, P. H. 2000. “The changing water paradigm: a look at twenty-first century
water resources development.” Water International, 25(1), p.128 (used with
permission).
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3.2.6 Chemical Pollution
Beyond water pollutions mentioned earlier, GMO and industrial marine agriculture result
in significant impacts, including water pollution, benthic pollution, herbicides, antibiotics, and
other pesticide chemicals accumulating in the ecosystems (Klinger & Naylor, 2012; McGinn,
2002; Spinks, 2011). McGinn (2002) noted "farmers worldwide will apply something on the order
of 2.5 million tons of pesticides, the over whelming majority of which are synthetic organic
chemicals that are orders of magnitude more toxic than 50 years ago" (p. 77). Horrigan,
Lawrence and Walker (2002) estimated this impact is closer to 3 million tons per year, including
herbicides, insecticides, and fungicides; only 0.1% of these chemicals are effective for crops,
while 99.9% impact the surrounding environment. Benbrook, (2012) determined that in the US
alone, the planting of GMO crops, promoted with claims it would "decrease the overall use of
herbicides,"5 has resulted in a 527 million pound increase in herbicides from 1996-2011. He
further estimated that the new 2,4-D GMO brands proposed for USDA approval to avert the new
herbicide resistant super-weeds will result in another 50% increase in herbicide use.
Simultaneously, since 2002 the multinational industrial agriculture company Monsanto has had
a 1,047% increase in stock values.6
Elsewhere, the multinational industrial agriculture development in India has impacted the
carrying capacity there, including hundreds of suicides related to GMO expansions. The
"government statistics estimate that as many as 250,000 farmers have committed suicide after
failed cotton harvests left them saddled with debt" (Spinks, 2011). The official Minister of
Environment and Forests, Jairam Ramesh, introduced an indefinite moratorium on Bt brinjal, in
February 2010 (Jayaraman, 2010). These were significant steps to address the continued civil

Existing website quote "Their use on Roundup Ready crops has allowed farmers to conserve fuel, reduce tillage
and decrease the overall use of herbicides." Monsanto Company, “Agricultural Herbicides.” Web. 2015. Retrieved
12/16/2012 http://www.monsanto.com/products/Pages/agricultural-herbicides.aspx
6 Open price: 8.73, Date: 11/29/2002 to Open: 91.83, Date: 11/29/2012. Monsanto Company, "Stock Performance"
entry. Web. 2015. Retrieved 12/16/2012. http://www.monsanto.com/investors/Pages/stock-performance.aspx
5
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violations and public outcry against the multinational industrial agriculture "status quo"
expansion in India.
However, the multinational lobby responded by changing the laws to circumvent this
decision through the Biotechnology Regulatory Authority of India Bill, 2011 (BRAI, Bill No 54,
2011). One researcher described this new bill, promoted by the industrial agriculture lobby, as
an attempt to "ensure that India becomes a safe haven for large firms to run their tests and sell
their [GMO] products" (Tanmay, 2011, p. 13). This position coincides with the evaluation by the
Coalition for a GM-Free India who reported that the BRAI Bill had the wrong mandate of
promoting [GMO] corporations into self-regulators (Coalition for a GM-Free India, 2012).
Subsequently, the Indian government filed a lawsuit against Mahyco-Monsanto Biotech Limited
for their "'unlawful' attempt to obtain and modify the indigenous crop brinjal" to suspend the
"status quo" industrial agriculture expansion into India and end these critical impacts on the
Earth’s carrying capacity (Spinks, 2011, p. 1).
Industrialized agricultural systems also include the mining and processing of fertilizers,
which are a major culprit in climate change and water body eutrophication (Arbuckle & Downing,
2001; Bennett, Carpenter, & Caraco, 2001; Bright, 2003; Fedoroff et al., 2010). Thus,
unsustainable industrial agricultural systems impact nearly all the planet’s systems defined by
Rockström et al. (2009a).
3.3 Unsustainable Policy Development
Despite the call for decisive actions, the Rio+20 Conference was a missed opportunity,
where "[d]ismal grades dominate Nature’s report cards on the Rio treaties" (Tollefson & Gilbert,
2012). Gisbert Glaser, senior advisor at the International Council for Science (ICSU), claimed
the world’s political leaders would only continue " ‘development as usual,’ rather than [take]
action on the scale that the scientific evidence now demands" (Irwin, 2012). The final 49-page
document, The Future We Want (United Nations, 2012), signed at the Rio+20 Conference, only
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delayed real action to maintain the "status quo" of existing industrial agriculture systems . Calls
for small numbers of focused targets on sustainability development goals or any changes of the
"economic playing field" (Griggs et al., 2013) are still falling on deaf ears.
The failure of the Rio+20 is better understood by comparing it to the success of the May,
2012 G8 Camp David Summit, which resulted in the New Alliance for Food Security and
Nutrition (Office of the Press Secretary, 2012). The G8 Summit created a new partnership to
support the multinational industrial agriculture expansion into Africa (see Figure 3.5), while none
of these key global leaders attended the Rio+20 conference the following month.

Figure 3.5 Conference room during the G8 Summit at Camp David. Prime
Minister David Cameron of the United Kingdom, President Barack Obama,
Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, José Manuel Barroso, President of the
European Commission, and others watch the overtime shootout of the Chelsea
vs. Bayern Munich Champions League final, in the Laurel Cabin conference
room during the G8 Summit at Camp David, Md., May 19, 2012 (Official White
House Photo by Pete Souza).
The G8 action confirms political leaders’ desire to support the "status quo," as according
to Holt, Gimenez and Shattuck, (2011), "corporations dominate the government agencies and
multilateral organizations that make and enforce the regime’s rules, regulations, and projects for
trade, labor, property, and technology" (p. 92). Further, scientists have noted the major political
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players and global food governance groups enforce the "status quo" and are "bureaucratic, slow
to act and lack foresight" (von Braun, 2010, p. 548) with regards to any change.
3.3.1 Unsustainable Corporate Entanglement
The public response to the G8 deal was non-existent while the public outcry after the
closing of the 2012 Rio Summit addressed the lack of action. For example, the Centre for
Environment and Development put forth the "Peoples' Sustainability Treaties" seeking to
"transcend the parochial concerns of a corporate-capitalistic globalization" (Zoysa, 2012).
Similarly, the People's Action at the Earth Summit (Rio Occupy Working Groups, 2012)
requested the ending of the "corporate capture of the UN." The partnerships between private
corporations and national officials continue to compromise the needs of the environment and
the general population much as the G8 May 2012 deal only guaranteed multinational industrial
agriculture development into Africa.
Dr. James Hansen, the retired Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
in New York City, was more direct about the lack of political progress during a presentation to
young people:
How is it possible that large human-driven climate change is unfolding
virtually unimpeded, despite scientific understanding of likely
consequences? Would not governments – presumably instituted for
the protection of all citizens – have stepped in to safeguard the future
of young people? A strong case can be made that the absence of
effective leadership in most nations is related to the undue sway of
special financial interests on government policies aided by pervasive
public relations efforts by organizations that profit from the public's
addiction to fossil fuels and wish to perpetuate that dependence
(Hansen et al., 2012, p. 17).
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Multinational corporations have invested in significant land and technological equipment
to produce a profit and will maintain this initial capital investment as long as it continues to profit
(Piketty & Goldhammer, 2014). Climate change is one planetary system now better understood
by global politicians and populations. On January 24, 2014, the UN Secretary-General Ban Kimoon stated, "We need large injections of public capital for the rapid development of low-carbon
infrastructure" (O'Reilly, Paper, & Marx, 2012). These concerns stem from the latest
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) scientific report which stated: "Warming of
the climate system is unequivocal" (IPCC, 2013, p. 62). However, multinational investment
continues to support old technologies such as oil refineries (Klein, 2014) and other capital
intensive industries to maintain tremendous profits (Piketty & Saez, 2014), similar to
investments in the machinery of industrial agriculture (Vallianatos, 2014). There is no need to
explore solar or other new, healthier technologies (Marmot, 2014), while these old investments
are still profitable (Stehr, 2014).
Correspondingly, global energy industries currently have coal, oil, and gas reserves for
creating 2,795 gigatons of carbon dioxide emissions. Planetary simulation models indicate that
the Earth’s atmosphere can remain within a reasonable two degree change with only 565
gigatons of carbon dioxide by the mid-21st century (McKibben, 2012). This is a planetary
boundary limit defined by scientists, not by the banks or anyone with influence over
multinational energy corporations and their profits. Thus, multinationals will continue to
maximize profits at any cost, similar to NAFTA destroying subsistence farming in Mexico (Klein,
2001), the western expansion's destruction of the indigenous people of Pine Ridge, South
Dakota (Moyers & Hedges, 2012). Clearly, the "class exploitation, imperialism, war, and
ecological devastation are not mere unrelated accidents of history but interrelated, intrinsic
features of capitalist development" as noted by Foster (2007, p. 2). Similarly, as Ghoshal (2005)
surmised, industry intends to reduce Earth’s carrying capacity through:
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[… ] ruthlessly hard-driving, strictly top-down, command-and-control
focused, shareholder-value-obsessed, win-at-any-cost business
leader of which Scott Paper's "Chainsaw" Al Dunlap and Tyco's
Dennis Kozlowski are only the most extreme examples. This is what
Isaiah Berlin implied when he wrote about absurdities in theory
leading to dehumanization (p. 85).
The unsustainable industrial agriculture "status quo" systems are based on importing
agro-chemicals, machinery, and technologies to prioritize profits in support of multinational
corporations at the expense of the environment, rural communities, indigenous farmer
knowledge, and biodiversity (Foster, 2007; Altieri, 1999; Alkon & Norgaard, 2009; Altieri, 2009;
Kerr, 2012; Altieri, Letourneau, & Davis, 1983). The New Green Revolution proposed at the
May, 2012 G8 Camp David Summit with the Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition (Office of
the Press Secretary, 2012) seeks only to continue this industrial expansion of the "status quo,"
now including patented seeds with further immeasurable impacts on Earth’s carrying capacity
(Klein, 2001; Howard, 2009). However, GM crops tended to have no increased yields beyond
the traditional breeding, improved irrigation, and indigenous agricultural practices (GurianSherman, 2009). These crops create significant issues, and as Horrigan, Lawrence, and Walker
(2002) found "in the Philippines, Indonesia, and some other developing countries, more than
80% of farmers now plant modern rice varieties. In Indonesia, this led to the recent extinction of
1,500 local rice varieties in just 15 years" (p. 448).
3.3.2 Unsustainable Population Pressures
The world population is likely to be over 10 billion by 2050 (Keilman, 2001; Pearce,
2011). To exacerbate this issue further, after 2005 this world population has become more
urban than rural, where more people are migrating into cities and urban areas as depicted in
Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Current UN world population estimates. Estimates of the urban and
rural population by age and sex, 1980-2015. Website accessed on 10/05/2015
http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Excel-Data/population.htm.
This increasing urban population is of serious concern, while the accompanying natural
resource consumption and waste generation in urban areas is critical. Urban populations are
expected to increase most rapidly in the less economically developed regions of the world. For
example, in India the average population growth rate of 1.3% per year is higher than most
regions in the world. Further, the urban population in India is growing at 2.5% per year. More
critically, Chandrasekhar and Ghosh (2014) have noted that "The ratio of urban to rural
consumption rose from 1.79 in 1983 to 1.96 in 2009-10, with the most rapid widening of the gap
coming after 2004-05" (p. 2). This disparity is demonstrated in Figure 3.7, indicating the
precarious issue is the excessive consumption in these expanding urban areas.

Figure 3.7 India’s consumption disparity. Estimates of urban and rural population
consumption are adopted from Chandrasekhar, C.P., & Ghosh, J. (2014).
Consumption inequality in India. The Hindu Business Line.
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/columns/c-pchandrasekhar/consumption-inequality-in-india/article3569657.ece
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These high rates of natural resource consumption and waste generation forced critical
environmental impacts to the forefront of scientific discourse. The Rockström et al. (2009b)
treatise states that (if continued) these current environmental impacts to the "Earth System
could destabilize critical biophysical systems and trigger abrupt environmental changes that
would be catastrophic for humans" (p. 2). Government regulations and global treaties have
proven ineffective in reducing the environmental impacts of industrial agriculture as the
planetary impacts outlined above indicate.
3.4 Sustainable Solutions
"Fixing the dysfunctional food system - in any sustainable sense - requires regime
change" (Holt, Gimenez, & Shattuck, 2011, p. 93). Considerable sustainable agricultural
systems have continued on Earth for thousands of years, essentially right under our collective
noses. Altieri (1989) stated "Agroecology has emerged as a scientific approach used to study,
diagnose and propose alternative low-input management of Agroecosystems. Solving the
sustainability problem of agriculture is the primary aim of Agroecology" (p. 27). Altieri (1999)
notes that contrary to industrial agriculture, biodiversity through agroecological systems can
expand soil fertility, protect crops (without agrochemicals), and increase productivity naturally.
Agroecological scientists have been investigating and researching the sustainable indigenous
systems throughout Earth (Altieri, Funes-Monzote, & Petersen, 2012). This coincides with more
recent calls from Leach et al. (2012) where the "fundamental challenge remains in more
effectively connecting local, grassroots innovation capacity with the global parameters set by
Planetary Boundaries."
As mentioned earlier, the multinational industrial agriculture model tried to obtain and
modify the indigenous crop brinjal in India, resulting in lawsuits (Abdelgawad, 2012). However,
with the recent G8 Alliances, these same multinational corporations have been given free reign
over vast areas of Africa to continue the same exploitive practices that ultimately degrade
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environmental resources, impoverish the native populations, and destroy existing indigenous
practices and knowledge in return for quarterly profits to stockholders as discussed in India.
This clearly demonstrates the "explicit denial of any role of moral or ethical considerations in the
practice of management" (Ghoshal, 2005, p. 79) by these multinational corporations.
We have seen how the multinational corporate lobby ensures (Sheets, 2013) that the
international regulatory focus is on providing monopoly support for creating exorbitant profits,
such as Monsanto’s 1,047% increase in stock values. 4 Thus, future research must focus on
building a sustainable grassroots effort as recommended by Leach et al. (2012) combined with
the agroecological sustainable knowledge as outlined by Altieri, Funes-Monzote, and Petersen
(2012) to support an ideal solution contrary to industrial agriculture.
3.5 Urban Agriculture as Sustainable Agriculture
Urban agriculture, shared amongst indigenous populations globally, is commonly
understood as agriculture in urban areas. One underlying cause of urban agriculture is the
global population increase. As indigenous people become displaced, they populate shantytowns
adjacent to cities. Increasingly, these displaced people revert to agricultural traditions and
create more urban agriculture (Altieri, 2002). Thus, today urban agriculture has become a vital
set of practices both for industrialized societies and for supporting food security in less
developed countries and for urban refugees (Altieri, 2009). Thus, urban agriculture represents a
grassroots alternative to industrial agriculture.
As mentioned previously with agroecology, many scientists (biologists, geologists,
ecologists) and technical policy analysts (engineers, public administrators, and planners) have
conducted systematic studies of urban agriculture and have developed rich descriptions of
urban agriculture phenomena (Altieri, 2005; De Schutter, 2010; Rosset 2011). This work has
produced numerous theoretical statements, quantitative and qualitative empirical studies,
literature reviews, and conceptual critiques. Therefore, the next critical step in the development
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of the industry of urban agriculture is to establish scholarly research to determine the critical
components for expanding and supporting urban agriculture as a sustainable development
alternative in rapidly developing urban areas (De Schutter, 2014).
3.6 Conclusion
Urban agriculture as a sustainable grassroots alternative could replace industrial
agriculture (Piketty & Saez, 2014). This action could create a paradigm shift to easily attainable
healthy organic foods within an urban food desert. Such a system could be supported by a local
community food cooperative linked to other local farmers, creating a suitable market (Donnell,
2014). The local schooling facilities and community service institutions could be engaged to
support community outreach for further development (De Schutter, 2014). This results in an
alternative urban agriculture paradigm (Teka, Van Rompaey, & Poesen, 2013), which as noted
by Ghoshal (2005, p. 87) "Thomas Kuhn (1962) was right in arguing that mere disconfirmation
or challenge never dislodges a dominant paradigm; only a better alternative does." Critical
questions future research must address include: How well can urban agriculture effectively
reduce industrial agriculture? What measures for urban agriculture can be developed? How can
urban residents be encouraged to support urban agriculture? How can urban agriculture bring a
paradigm shift?
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CHAPTER 4: URBAN AGRICULTURE DEFINED FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 7
4.1 Introduction
Scholarly research describes the ways that human activity threatens the Earth's
planetary systems (Hamilton, 2016; Rockstrom et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015) and degrades
the Earth’s carrying capacity (Cohen, 1995; Ostrom, 2009). A major cause of many humanprovoked planetary impacts have been directly attributed to the global scale of industrial
agriculture (Atiyah, 1992; IAASTD, 2009; Mastny, 2015; Starke, 2013; Weaver, 2015). However,
these published facts regarding industrial agriculture impacts on planetary systems are currently
overlooked by popular media, similar to the way that climate change science was previously
overlooked due to propaganda and the industry's financial influence over governments (Hansen
et al., 2012; McKibben, 2012). An examination of the complete issue of industrial agriculture
including food waste, cow manure/methane, import and export freight, fertilizer, and pesticide
production demonstrated that industrial agriculture is the primary culprit in climate change
impacts (IPCC, 2014; Weaver, 2014). Many scholars have determined that such "business as
usual" policies for industrial agriculture are unsustainable (Beuchelt & Virchow, 2012; IAASTD,
2009). We suggest that Urban Agriculture (UA) can significantly reduce planetary impacts
through engaged stakeholders and knowledgeable leaders stepping beyond the industrial
puppeted bureaucrats.
Urban Agriculture may be able to replace industrial agriculture through sustainable policy
support. However, a comprehensive definition of UA does not exist. Further, measuring and
reviewing UA through the industrial terms of commodities is woefully inadequate as each UA

This chapter was published in Weaver, E.R.R. Viewpoint: Urban agriculture defined for sustainable develop (2017)
Land Use Policy: (currently under review) Permission is included in Appendix A.
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application is completely unique based on social context and local environments (Huang &
Drescher, 2015; Prové, Dessein, & Krom, 2016). Thus, UA must be examined based on local
conditions and stakeholders. As determined herein, Urban Agriculture can replace industrial
agriculture through sustainability policy development by Land Use Administrators.
We developed a comprehensive UA definition using Grounded Theory and sensemaking
(Meadows, 2008; Weick, 1995) to evaluate the complete system. Kuhn (1962) noted the only
way to escape the existing destructive paradigm is to engage in a better alternative. Land Use
Administrators can achieve the necessary paradigm change by using this definition to create
new UA policies supporting traditional, organic, or other sustainable community supported
systems as many scholars have recommended (Altieri & Koohafkan, 2008; De Schutter, 2010;
Rosset, 2011). Additionally, the indigenous knowledge and experience with UA has been found
to reduce other climate change impacts and bio-diversity losses (Altieri & Toledo, 2011; Mistry &
Berardi, 2016). Accordingly, utilizing this knowledge and new UA definition will allow Land Use
Administrators to remain within the Planetary Boundary limits while introducing “Systems
Thinking” into communities to help attain the new UN Sustainable Development Goals (United
Nations, 2015). Such a practice will benefit the commons utilizing the developing knowledge of
Planetary Boundaries and limits (Ostrom, Burger, Field, Norgaard, & Policansky, 1999; Steffen
et al., 2015) combined with increased attention to the local social capital (Gallaher, Kerr,
Njenga, Karanja, & WinklerPrins, 2013; McIvor & Hale, 2015). We believe this growing
understanding of these relationships will enable UA leaders to meet the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (United Nations, 2015), similar to understanding of the integrated policies
used to meet the human health sustainable goals as noted by Whitmee et al. (2015).
Specifically, UA must address UN Sustainable Development Goal 2:
Goal 2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and
promote sustainable agriculture . .
2.3 By 2030, double the agricultural productivity and incomes of
small-scale food producers . . .
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2.4 By 2030, ensure sustainable food production systems and
implement resilient agricultural practices . . .
However, the controversy regarding the UA definition and measures continues with the
new UN Sustainable Development Goals for planetary governance and urban policies
(Barnosky et al., 2014; Foley et al., 2011; Fraser et al., 2016; G. Glaser, 2012; Griggs et al.,
2013; Grimm et al., 2008; Hák, Janoušková, & Moldan, 2016; Parris & Kates, 2003; Whiteman,
Walker, & Perego, 2012; Whitmee et al., 2015). Additionally, many scholars have examined the
sustainable development options created through UA (Mawois, Aubry, & Le Bail, 2011;
McClintock, 2014; Pretty & Bharucha, 2014; Prové et al., 2016; Specht et al., 2013; Zasada,
2011). These distinctions encourage arguments about the one-size fits-all definition of UA for
policy development (Arku, Mkandawire, Aguda, & Kuuire, 2012). Nevertheless, the leading UA
scholars disagree on the key concepts that found UA. Urban Agriculture, as defined by Smit's
foundational work (Smit, Nasr, & Ratta, 1996) remains a narrow approach, while Mougeot
(2000) claims an empirical investigation is required to bring UA into "conceptual maturity." The
lack of a clear UA definition creates an intellectual gap, inhibiting scholars from designing new
policies for reaching the UN Sustainable Development Goals. This paper will clarify the disparity
between these two foundational authors.
Contemporary literature demonstrates the discrepancy about UA key concepts, as these
disagreeing foundational authors (Mougeot, 2000; Smit et al., 1996) are the most commonly
cited in this body of literature (see Table 4.1). This disparity is discussed by Arku et al. (2012)
who claimed a definition does not exist. Furthermore, Stewart et al. (2013) express that this
literature gap creates incongruent methods of determining UA measures. More recently,
reviewing ten cities in Canada, Huang and Drescher (2015) confirm that each application of UA
is distinctive. However, Specht et al. (2013) noted definitions have been developing over
decades, while Prové et al. (2016) reconfirmed that the multitude of definitions vary from the
broad ecosystem concepts (Mougeot, 2000), to the narrow commercial concepts (Smit et al.,
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1996). Recently, Opitz, Berges, Piorr, and Krikser (2015) simply stated that the definitions were
still vague. Consequently, there is a critical need to establish a uniform definition of UA for the
development of important policies to support the Sustainable Development Goals.
Table 4.1 Most commonly cited foundational works *
Author
Title
Publisher
Citation Count
Smit, J., Nasr, Urban Agriculture: food,
United Nations
J., & Ratta, A.
jobs and sustainable
482
Development Program
(1996, 2001)
cities.
RUAF Resource
Urban Agriculture:
Mougeot, Luc
Centres on Urban
definition, presence,
437
JA. (2000)
Agriculture and Food
potentials and risks.
Security
*Urban Agriculture Food, Jobs and Sustainable Cities originally published in 1996
was revised in 2001. This citation analysis was conducted using Google Scholar
to search for "Urban Agriculture" January 13, 2017.
According to Reynolds (1971) clarity on the key concepts is necessary for scholars to
agree on a definition. Mougeot (2000) concludes that "the urban ecosystemic link of UA
throughout its entire conceptual framework remains to be fully developed. Its conceptualisation
currently offers a generic definition and some indications of its distinctive traits. A de-codification
of this definition is needed to help us identify its distinctiveness, in both theoretical and
operational terms" (p 13, italics added). Dr. Mougeot further states that Urban Agriculture still
requires scholarly "de-codification" (personal communication, October 28, 2013):
By de-codifying a concept, I meant dismembering it into its constructs
or building blocks, which themselves need to translate into typologies
or categorisations and observable indicators in order to recognise
these. What are the essential traits (and the more localised
adaptations) of Urban Agriculture?
This paper will resolve this issue by establishing UA’s key concepts in order to create a
comprehensive definition. In the next section, we outline the procedures used for this analysis
followed by a detailed review of the results. This is a novel contribution to the science of UA,
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which is necessary to support this important green infrastructure in order to meet the UN
Sustainable Development Goals.
4.2 De-Codification Requirements
One approach to de-codification is the use of Grounded Theory Methods to advance a
clear direction for sustainable development policy through Urban Agriculture (UA). This method
practices analytical induction of case studies, examples, and experiential text data to create
coded categories of recorded words and phrases which identify the established relationship
patterns for a new comprehensive definition. Grounded Theory was introduced by Glaser and
Strauss (1967) and was advanced by Green, Kao, and Larsen (2010) and Adolph, Hall., and
Kruchten (2011). Grounded Theory is a well-established systematic method for developing key
concepts for a definition based on textual analysis of surveys and other written data.
Scholars from many disciplines use Grounded Theory Methods to expand research,
concepts, and definitions (Alkon & Mares, 2012; Bohnet, Roberts, Harding, & Haug, 2011;
Dewaelheyns, Kerselaers, & Rogge, 2016; Green et al., 2010; Nastran, 2015; Phelps &
Horman, 2009). Within the engineering discipline, Green et al. (2010) employed Grounded
Theory to demonstrate knowledge coproduction for new construction management research.
Within the land use policy discipline, Bohnet et al. (2011) executed this method to determine
stakeholder typologies for designing cattle landuse management policies in Australia. Further,
Nastran (2015) used Grounded Theory to link key concepts from stakeholder perceptions to
understand park management policies for Slovenia. Finally, within the software engineering
discipline, Adolph et al. (2011) evaluated the social practices of software developers utilizing
Grounded Theory to create powerful conclusions for new research in this area. Thus, Grounded
Theory has near universal application for concept and research development across science
fields.
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The present work extends the Grounded Theory approach by concentrating only on
literature. Dewaelheyns et al. (2016) determined the way that management publications and
related articles developed policies for garden governance through Grounded Theory. Similarly,
Green et al. (2010) employed Grounded Theory with relevant construction management
literature to examine empirical evidence in order to direct future research. Additionally, Green et
al. (2010) stepped beyond the perceived limitations of Grounded Theory (Glaser & Strauss,
1967), claiming theory development required the "coproduction" techniques incorporating
published academic works and practitioner interviews simultaneously for sensemaking (Weick,
1995). Meaningful sensemaking requires being fully present in the experience and using what is
observed in the present as a data source for a complete evaluation. This ideal is used where the
researcher experiences are as valid as the coded data to determine conclusions. Each textual
phrase is considered in the broadest possible context, reviewing the complete dataset to
engage all stakeholders and the natural sciences. This application coincides with related works
recommending context specific policy development to fill the conceptual gap (Alkon & Mares,
2012; Prové et al., 2016). Thus, our theory development through sensemaking techniques
utilizes systems thinking within the Planetary Boundaries Framework for reaching the UN
Sustainable Development Goals.
4.3 Methods
In this paper, we determine a comprehensive definition of Urban Agriculture (UA) by
completing a de-codification of the key concepts in a literature dataset from 1980 to 2013.
Although Mougeot (2000) called for a decoded definition of UA fifteen years ago, this has not
been done. The goal is to clarify the definitional concepts of UA to advance research beyond the
foundational disparity. We collected UA literature from the available English scholarly
publications. Next, utilizing the Grounded Theory methods, we developed key concepts and
categories of UA to defend a comprehensive definition. The professional community must have
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a single definition for scientific progress (Reynolds, 1971). Accordingly, this section details how
Grounded Theory was used to identify the key concepts of UA, the core categories, and
ultimately the knowledge that links these categories to a new comprehensive definition.
4.3.1 Literature Data Collection
The University of South Florida Library was searched to collect over three decades of
Urban Agriculture articles between January 1, 1980 and December 31, 2013. This included
three databases: Engineering Village, Web of Knowledge, and ABI/INFORM Complete to check
and verify the complete coverage of the available articles. Each source was searched using
"Urban Agriculture" and "Urban Farming" within the title, abstract, or keywords. The resulting
dataset of nearly 500 articles is diagrammed in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Primary urban agriculture data search represents the total count for
each decade of the articles collected. Engineering Village, Web of Knowledge,
and ABI/INFORM Complete were searched and compiled to result in nearly 500
peer-reviewed articles published between January 1, 1980 and December 31,
2013 (see supplemental data for complete listing).
The exclusion criteria began with removing all duplicates, book reviews, commentaries,
and editorial works from the initial search. This focused the inclusion criteria on the theoretical,
empirical, literature reviews, and other scientific studies which represent the current knowledge
in this field. Another exclusion was to limit the publications to dates after the foundational
sources beginning with Mougeot (2000, see Table 4.1). This resulted in a dataset of literature
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published in the period 2000 to 2013. The final parsing of the Urban Agriculture literature,
shown in Figure 4.1, identified the completed analysis data set of 337 unique, scholarly
publications; nearly 90% of all publications we found on Urban Agriculture.
4.3.2 Limitations
The use of English only literature is a critical limit, since the foundational author Luc
Mougeot is a French Canadian. All publications were found in PDF format with all text converted
by an optical character reader to allow the query and selection procedures afforded by the
Atlas.ti software used in this analysis. Additionally, significant Urban Agriculture research has
been completed in both Asia and Africa, where additional works in this field exist in different
languages that were not included, which represents a further limit of this analysis.
4.3.3 Grounded Theory
The Grounded Theory de-codification process for coding the literature is illustrated in
Figure 4.2. Within this section, italic terms are the key actions labelled in Figure 4.2 (eg. the next
phrase has "concepts" in italic indicating that concepts located in Figure 4.2 adjacent to the
circled A is a result of Open Coding as shown). We completed Grounded Theory through (A)
Open Coding to determine key concepts, (B) Selective Coding to determine categories, and
finally (C) Theoretical Coding which relates the core categories to develop the theory (Glaser &
Holton, 2004). Similarly, memos were written about the relationships that arose as more
concepts are linked into existing categories (Adolph et al., 2011). This analysis method yields
multiple sensemaking (Weick, 1995) opportunities to add memos for revealing the new
definition. Adolph et al. (2011) claimed, "Theoretical coding conceptualizes how substantive
codes relate to each other as hypotheses" (p. 502). Memos record theoretical representations
discovered through data analysis processes (Glaser, 2007). Thus, memos result from the
personal induction process of discovering relationships as the culminating step of the process
as written to describe the experience of the researcher.
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LEGEND
A - Open Coding
B - Selective Coding
C - Theoretical Coding

Figure 4.2 Grounded theory de-codification process with terms written above
appear in italics in this section to support understanding of the description. This
image is adopted and modified from Adolph, S., Hall, W., & Kruchten, P. (2011).
Using Grounded Theory to study the experience of software development.
Empirical Software Engineering, 16(4), 487-513.
The data collection process begins the initial Open Coding analysis. Atlas.ti software
was used for this analysis (indicated by the spirals in the diagram). Atlas.ti is a qualitative
research software program used to code text phrases within selected datasets (Friese, 2011).
Atlas.ti selects each textual phrase based on a required term, allowing the researchers to code
the selected phrases into categories. Similarly, Nastran (2015) used Atlas.ti software to
establish a theory on stakeholder participation for park development. We selected only article
definitional phrases setting the UA context to determine the key concepts used. We continued
this analysis until the results were saturated, where new data searches net no new knowledge
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(O'Reilly, Paper, & Marx, 2012). These diagrammed spirals in Figure 4.2 represent the
"constant comparative method," as noted by Glaser and Strauss (1967). The constant
comparison analysis are repeated cycles of Atlas.ti coding, finding key concepts throughout the
dataset for each new keyword and repeating through the dataset as necessary. Thus, the Autocoding tool of Atlas.ti was repeated throughout all the dataset for each new keyword to create
the categories. Auto-coding is the Atlas.ti tool allowing the authors to review each phrase
individually before coding and proceeding to the next selected phrase. Further, this diagram
demonstrates the triangulation of multiple data collections as done by Dewaelheyns et al.
(2016). In the present study, the repetitive data collection triangulates to the key concepts used
in the literature to represent Urban Agriculture.
4.4 Results
The Grounded Theory process in Figure 4.2 illustrated how each analysis spiral was
completed. As noted, for each iteration we selected new information from the dataset to support
constant comparison. This repetition further enabled the System Thinking approach with our
professional reflection (ie, sensemaking) over the suitability of each phrase coded (Meadows,
2008). We also recorded sensemaking memos of important discoveries using Atlas.ti software.
The following sections explain the Open Coding, Selective Coding, and Theoretical Coding
results completed to de-code Urban Agriculture as indicated by the tabular results included
herein.
4.4.1 Open Coding
Open Coding (as shown as (A) in Figure 4.2) enabled us to break down the Urban
Agriculture definitions provided by the foundational works in Table 4.1. As noted in Table 4.2,
each of these phrases contained the five core elements identified by Smit, Nasr, and Ratta
(2001). These "pre-established concepts" allowed us to build the theory as recommended by
Strauss and Corbin (1998).
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Table 4.2 Foundational works’ concepts
Code
Key concepts
Locations Area, on land, in water, urban, peri-urban, intraurban
Activities Produces, processes, markets, distributes, grows,
services, raises, processes human and material
resources reusing natural resources and urban
wastes
Legalities Town, city, metropolis
Stages
Yield a diversity of crops and livestock including
non-food and food products
Scale
Based on daily demand
The key concepts listed above were selected, sorted, and copied directly from
the foundational works definitions (Mougeot, 2000; Smit et al., 2001). These
initial codes listed are the core elements for definitions identified by Smit et al.
(2001). Additional key concepts were devised through the Auto-coding tool within
Atlas.ti, until the data results indicated complete saturation.
The foundational works coding resulted in 45 additional definitional sentences, and
provided 11 additional keywords for finding definitions in the coding process of the complete
dataset (see Table 4.3 for examples, the supplemental materials provide the complete dataset
results).
Table 4.3 Codes developed in open coding process
Additional
Example
keyword
Locations
Acre
A low-income entrepreneurial farmer practices
intensive, raised-bed monocropping of spinach on
a 1-acre stretch along the roadside, in partnership
with four or five other farmers (Smit et al., 2001,
p. 12, ch 4).
Activities
Compost
Lewcock (1995) found in Kano, Nigeria, that
periurban farms are a traditional informal and
growing market for large quantities of minimally
composted waste; he also found that these
producers lacked knowledge on the safety of
waste materials for use as fertilizer or stock feed
(Mougeot, 2000).
Legalities Regulations In Havana, Singapore, and Beijing, land use and
other regulations specify the types of
crops/products that can be produced in various
parts of the city (Smit et al., 2001, p. 22, ch 4).
The keywords listed in Table 4.2 were Open Coded (as shown as (A) in Figure
4.2) using the Auto-coding tool from Atlas.ti. These exemplify the phrases to
support the key concepts of the definition found in the foundational works. Each
new phrase, which added a keyword, resulted in repeating the Auto-code
process until reaching saturation.
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Each term coded was completed through the entire dataset at one time to avoid
comparison bias. Other scholars have noted biases and the problems resulting from different
skill levels of researchers (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Each Open Code search for one concept
was carried out until saturation was completed. The tedious, time consuming, one-at-a-time
process was discovered to be more efficient to avoid comparison bias resulting from fatigue. We
completed this process of analysis for each code through the 337 publications.
4.4.2 Selective Coding
We completed Selective Coding simultaneously with Open Coding through the complete
dataset (as shown as (B) in Figure 4.2). Careful category discernment is necessary for definition
emergence. Through this process, some activity codes came up more often. This time, beyond
the keywords, we are comparing new coded sentences to previous sentences to provide greater
refinement and deeper understanding of the data set (Glaser, 1978, 2002, 2013; Glaser &
Holton, 2004; O'Reilly et al., 2012; Suddaby, 2006). This process of Selective Coding supports
the second element of the Grounded Theory as Glaser and Strauss (1967) noted "the second
rule of the constant comparative method is: stop coding and record a memo on your ideas. This
rule is designed to tap the initial freshness of the analyst's theoretical notions and to relieve the
conflict in his thoughts" (p. 107).
For example, "Waste," in Table 4.2 "Activities" category, occurred more often than other
Activities. To explore this further, a new category to review the Waste Codes separately was
created. This is the technique known as Selective Coding to selectively search for data to fill out
the Waste Category (Stern, 2007). Also Corbin and Strauss (1990, p. 14) noted that "Selective
Coding is the process by which all categories are unified around a 'core' category, and
categories that need further explication are filled-in with descriptive detail." Similarly, several
other codes were examined to create new categories and scrutinize the emergent relationships
they represented. To provide more robust sampling of this experience, Table 4.4 lists other
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Selective Coding exercises with brief descriptions about the process and results in each
circumstance.
Table 4.4 Categories derived through selective coding
Category
Description
Core
define,
These are the primary categories expanded from the
Categories location,
foundational works.
activity, legal
Resultant
benefits, BMP, Beyond waste reduction and food production, several
Categories economic,
authors discussed educational and social benefits
entrep*
from Urban Agriculture. Economic and stormwater
BMP categories were additional benefits separated to
gain insight into the theory, including entrepreneurship
as a subset of economic benefits.
Scholarly
Mougeot, Smit Creating codes for the foundational authors allowed
&
deeper analysis with Atlas.ti to find how many
Research
publications used their definitions as well as how
Categories
common these citations occurred. The Atlas.ti
Software provides operators for Boolean, Semantic,
and Proximity coding to examine relationships
between codes.
cases,
These additional categories were developed to
research,
separate the data sources for understanding the
stakeholder,
relationships better. For example, to determine the
theory, neowaste content discussed earlier, a new category was
liberal, issue,
created as Research to determine how often waste
transport
was included as part of Urban Agriculture. Similar
analyses were completed regarding case studies,
stakeholders, theory development (including neoliberal theories), and transportation.
The central codes identified became category names through this Selective
Coding process (as shown as (B) in Figure 4.2). As noted above the “entrep*”
term used in Atlas.ti Auto-coding selected all conjugations: entrepreneur,
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial, etc. to support a deeper analysis of these
terms used by scholars for definitions in the dataset.
Selective Coding resulted in the core categories (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). This tedious
exercise did not always result in new details for the final Theoretical Coding process. For
example, separating the neo-liberal theory was an unworkable exploration as this found very
few publications indicating this term was an outlier concept.
4.4.3 Theoretical Coding
The Theoretical Coding (as shown as (C) in Figure 4.2) for Grounded Theory steps
beyond the codes and categories to see all the parts at once as required by System Thinking
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(Meadows, 2008). This is understanding the scientific truth generated by investigating the
consensus of the observations (Suddaby, 2006). Further, we have represented that the core
categories listed in Table 4.2 resulted in the derived categories listed in Table 4.4. Each
category emerged through our sensemaking from multiple Atlas.ti comparisons to establish
"frameworks, mutual understanding, and patterning" (Weick, 1995). The Theoretical Coding
began with reviewing the many memos written throughout the process. As Suddaby (2006)
observed the "empirical 'reality' is seen as the ongoing interpretation of meaning produced by
individuals engaged in a common project of observation" (p. 633). For the Theoretical Coding
we reviewed these memos written to interpret meaning throughout the process (Suddaby,
2006). Table 4.5 outlines memos describing the Emergent Relationships we discovered from
the Table 4.2 Core Categories.
Table 4.5 Foundational memos
Concept
Category
Emergent
Relationship
Areas, allotments, state,
Locations
Man-made measures
city, town, suburb,
neighborhood
Production, market,
Activities
Human actions and
cultivate, harvest,
skills based on
compost, hydroponics,
education and
aquaponics
experience
Regulations, permits,
Legalities
Community
zoning, policies, laws,
organizational
codes, rules
constructs
Fruit, vegetable, calf,
Stages
Man-made names for
chick, yearling, adult, seed,
stages of growth and
seedling sprout, plant,
decomposition
waste
Level, quantity, measure
Scale
Man-made measure
of growth
The memos completed during Atlas.ti Auto-coding represented higher conceptual
levels as Emergent Relationships to classify these core categories found in the
foundational works (as shown as (C) in Figure 4.2). The Emergent Relationships
listed support the theoretical conceptual definition of Urban Agriculture
fundamental to Sustainable Development.
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Table 4.6 Emergent categories
Keywords
Emergent
Breakdown
Relationships
Stormwater BMP,
Man-made
economic development, structures, both
entrepreneurship
physical and
conceptual
Cases,
Conceptual structure
Man-made
research,
and publications
conceptual
theory
structures
The memos completed during Atlas.ti (as shown as (C) in Figure 4.2). These
memo emerged from the organic relationships identified from Table 4.4 data.
Table 4.4
Keywords
Benefits

Table 4.5 outlines the Emergent Relationships representing a higher order of abstraction
found through the sensemaking memos addressing all the parts of the system. Similarly, Table
4.6 details the Emerging Relationships that we identified from derived categories in Table 4.4.
The codes and categories form a framework to measure and regulate Urban Agriculture (see
Appendix B for examples). The higher order Emergent Relationships listed in Table 4.5 and 4.6
imply that the new UA definition must also be a higher order concept beyond the simplistic
industrial measures of field areas, produce weights, and head counts. These simplistic
measures are site specific, while the needed new definition must be uniform beyond the local
environment and site specific measures. We know already UA is: growing plants, animals, food,
and related by-products in an urban location, determined by the local environment (Mougeot,
2000; Smit et al., 2001). Exploring these higher order concepts revealed in the Emergent
Relationships will lead to the new UA definition.
4.5 Discussion
We developed key concepts from the foundational works with Grounded Theory and
then expanded these with the complete dataset of 337 publications from 2000-2013 (see
supplemental materials for complete article listing). As noted each phrase was evaluated
through constant comparison to the foundational works to include the complete system based
on the Planetary Boundary Framework. The primary codes from definitional phrases determined
the categories to be tested, resulting in the Common Categories listed in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 Result summary
Primary
Tested
Common
Key Concept
Codes
Category
Category
agriculture
hydroponic proximity
activity
activity
activity
acre
hypothesis purpose agriculture
benefits
benefits
activity
input
purpose
define
BMP
entrepreneur
aquaponic
law
quantity
legality
cases
issue
area
level
regulation location
define
legality
cash
locate
represent
scale
economic
location
codes
Location
result
stages
entrepreneur
waste
compost
measure
rule
urban
issue
conclusions
methods
scale
legal
define
NGO
stage
location
demonstrates
output
study
Mougeot
entrepreneur
permit
Theory
neo-liberal
evaluate
plot
UA
research
explores
policy
UPA
Smit
food
presents
Urban
stakeholder
fruit
product
vegetable
theory
goals
production
waste
transport
government
profit
zoning
waste
The key concepts resulted in the primary codes to find the final common
categories represented here (see supplementary materials for details).
Throughout this process memos noted how these categories highlighted
Emergent Relationships to support a comprehensive UA definition.
At this point in the analysis, we stepped beyond this Grounded Theory Method by
engaging more with the lighter tools of sensemaking (Weick, 1999) to intuit the direct
association of the Emergent Relationships from the Common Categories in Table 4.7. We found
that the concepts used most often in association with UA in this dataset were all related to the
higher-level concepts of capital. This coincides with another scholar who recommended the
sustainable development measures be based on the forms of capital (G. Glaser, 2012). Capital
is a higher-level concept, as listed in Figure 4.3, which we determined readily supports the UN
Sustainable Development Goals reaching the higher levels required by the Planetary Boundary
Framework.
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Natural capital is the stock of natural resources that provide goods and services to society.
It is necessary to maintain life on Earth and human well-being.
Human capital comprises people's health, knowledge, education, skills, and motivations.
Enhancing human capital is central to a flourishing life and wellbeing.
Social capital concerns intangible assets associated with formal and informal networks,
trust, shared values and norms required for enhancing the quality and quantity of
societal interactions. Social capital facilitates coordination and cooperation for mutual
benefit.
Manufactured capital refers to fixed physical assets, which contribute to the production
process of goods and services - e.g. tools, machines, infrastructures, buildings, and
other built capital.
Financial capital is a virtual mechanism our society uses to trade other forms of capital
(natural, human, social, and manufactured), so it has no value by itself but in each
particular social context. It refers to the savings, credits, and money used for investing
in the maintenance and enhancement of other capital assets

Figure 4.3 Five forms of capital (adopted from and discussed by Palomo et al.
2016; from the work of Goodwin, 2003; Palomo, Felipe-Lucia, Bennett, MartínLópez, & Pascual, 2016).
Evaluating the Emergent Relationships listed earlier in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 through
System Theory and the Planetary Boundaries Framework inspired us to consider these higher
order concepts of capital as noted in Figure 4.3. To examine this idea further the capital
concepts in Figure 4.3 were combined with the Common Categories shown in Table 4.7 to
create Table 4.8. Thus, interpreting the code and category data provided in Table 4.7 through
this integrated systems lens including the Emergent Relationships determined the key
Foundational Theory based on capital.
Table 4.8 Relationship determinations
Common
Category

Emergent Relationship

Foundational Theory

Human actions and
Human capital
skills
Benefits
Community constructs
Social capital
Man-made growth
Entrepreneur
Social capital
measure
Issue
Man-made measures
Social capital
Legality
Conceptual structures
Social capital
Natural physical
Location
Natural capital
structure
Man-made physical
Waste
Manufactured capital
structure
The final core categories and memo analysis yield the emergent definition based
on the foundational theory of the various forms of capital.
Activity
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We continued with the sensemaking process by staying present with this dataset, and
explored how other authors addressed capital. For example, Robinson and Carson (2015)
discussed community capital in their recent review, including the ways that different capitals fit
together. Therein the Community Capitals Framework is considered to be a community
assessment and development tool addressing seven forms of capital: natural, built, financial,
political, social, cultural, and human (e.g. Ellis & Freeman 2005; Minkler, Vásquez, Tajik &
Petersen 2008; Nelson, Kokic, Crimp, Meinke & Howden 2010; Flora & Flora 2008). Similar to
the sensemaking work we have completed here, Flora, Flora, and Gasteyer (2015) identified the
Appreciative Inquiry approach of acknowledging the present assets for building community
capital from "what is there and what is working" (p. 450). This parallels the Systems Thinking
and sensemaking approach used herein, as we considered the Planetary Boundaries
Framework and remained present with the data to review and link to the higher-level concepts
of capital.
Further, to examine these new relationships more closely, we created a content analysis
for each category. A content analysis determines the frequency of the codes in each category.
As noted in Figure 4.4, this content analysis of the 337 selected publications on UA indicated
that 154 (or 46%) of the article UA definitions addressed legal land tenure issues most common
for land administration, while 156 addressed benefit issues. The most common definitional
categories found were similarly reviewed to determine the total counts found in the dataset
shown in Figure 4.4.

300

200
100
0

Figure 4.4 Common codes found through the complete dataset of 337 articles
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Noted in Figure 4.4, the entrepreneurship code (abbreviated to “entrep” for presentation
clarity) has the highest count (258) within all the coded phrases. This inspires new questions.
How does entrepreneurship fit the Emergent Relationships listed in Table 4.8? Where does
entrepreneurship fit into these categorized relationships?
We recognized that these five capital designations are present at different levels in all
forms of agriculture. However, we further observed that a different form of capital more
substantially facilitates each configuration of agriculture. Rural agriculture is primarily based on
family traditions and hard labor associated with human capital (Altieri & Koohafkan, 2008; De
Schutter, 2010; Rosset, 2011). Industrial agriculture is primarily based on manufactured and
financial capital (IAASTD, 2009; Starke, 2013; Weaver, 2015). Lastly, UA is shown most often
through the social capital as the results listed in Table 4.8 represent, which is necessary for
entrepreneurship as most often coded herein (see Figure 4.4 counts). Thus, we conclude that
the UA dataset indicates the most common elements for creating UA are social capital through
entrepreneurship.
Our results are consistent with the policy literature. A recent American Planning
Association (APA) guide recommends that planners organize stakeholders to start Community
and Regional Food Plans (American Planning Association, 2007). Stakeholders engaged with
community plans encourage stronger community networks increasing social capital as recently
noted by McIvor and Hale (2015). Further, these local planning efforts are critical as research
has shown UA entrepreneurship with adequate policies encourages food security (Gallaher et
al., 2013; Kimberley Hodgson, Campbell, & Bailkey, 2011). Additionally, this entrepreneurial
expansion based on cooperative social capital has been recommended in recent work from
Mougeot (2015). Mougeot (2015) confirms the social capital network of local institutional support
is necessary for sustainable development of UA. Further, to reach the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, Ostrom et al. (1999) found that when local entrepreneurs are given
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autonomy they tend to create their own policies and restrictions for increased sustainability of
the commons contrary to industrial agriculture which tends to destroy the environment (IAASTD,
2009; IPCC, 2014; Weaver, 2014).
Additionally, our dataset included examples of how UA entrepreneurs will succeed with
policies that reinforce social capital. For example, the way that entrepreneurs create innovative
“small-scale sharecropping” was reported in Portland, OR (Lovell, 2010). Similarly, Brown and
Jameton (2000) found that UA entrepreneurs increase health, food security, and extra income
with proper policies. APA further noted that UA strengthens sustainable growth and city
resilience (Hodgson et al., 2011). Thus, professionals can expand UA for sustainable
development by encouraging social capital investment in UA entrepreneurship.
4.6 Conclusion
The purpose of this work is to define UA beyond the industrial propaganda used to
support the status quo. The planning community already supports UA (American Planning
Association, 2007; Dewaelheyns et al., 2016; K. Hodgson, 2012; Kimberley Hodgson et al.,
2011; Vásquez-Moreno & Córdova, 2013). Our current analysis increases knowledge with a
comprehensive definition of UA. Understanding the key concepts of UA, and the preferred
methods of increasing social capital through entrepreneurship enables planners to better
engage local community stakeholders to support UA. UA is a social construct supported mainly
by engaged community entrepreneurs, not a commodity controlled by industry with measures
focused on farmed areas, delivered pounds, and slaughtered headcounts. This additional clarity
encourages a "bottom-up entrepreneurial approach" to reach the UN Sustainable Development
Goals. We must recognize the professional responsibility to direct UA with proper policies to
achieve this next evolutionary stage of the Anthropocene through sustainable development:
Urban Agriculture is entrepreneurship: growing plants, animals, food,
and related by-products in an urban location dependent on the local
environment and engaged social capital.
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This increased knowledge and understanding of these newly integrated UA concepts
allow professionals to develop new policies for UA based on local conditions (Prové et al.,
2016). The measurement and structural components must include Planetary Boundary Thinking
and engaging stakeholders specifically to encourage deep democracy in each individual
community (McIvor & Hale, 2015). We recommend the Appreciative Inquiry approach with
Community Capitals Framework (CCF) (Flora et al., 2015; Robinson & Carson, 2015) for this
implementation. This agrees with Prové et al. (2016) who recommended a city specific context
for policy development. The CCF can begin engaging stakeholders with the key plan topics as
the American Planning Association (APA) listed in Appendix B (Kimberley Hodgson et al., 2011)
using the sample Community Garden Ordinance provided in Appendix C.
This comprehensive UA definition is fundamental to the Sustainable Development
Goals, beyond the "business as usual" industrial agriculture model (IAASTD, 2009) and beyond
the inadequate industrial models (Mistry & Berardi, 2016) promoted by industrial sponsored
bureaucrats. Professionals now have a clear definition of UA for creating innovative policies to
support UA as sustainable development. The key issue now is whether the UN Sustainable
Development Goals will expand this effort or allow industries to continue to stand in the way as
noted by Hansen et al. (2012) and Weaver (2015). Future research can replicate this data
analysis and expand the queries through the supplemental data provided. Further, examining
how stakeholders can better understand their local environment and engage in their community
is noted in this video with the 3-priorities of Education, Planning and Voting for Understanding
UA: https://youtu.be/HuoekmfFdNw.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
The world population is likely to be over 10 billion by 2050. To further exacerbate this
population issue, since 2005 the world population has become more urban than rural; by the
mid-21st century the urban population is expected to double, seriously impacting the already
unsustainable urban infrastructure systems. Resulting from this urban expansion, governments,
land administrators, and engineers are pressed to change landuse and development policies to
improve food security, through the sustainable development now afforded by Urban Agriculture.
As a result of this completed research, professionals can now step beyond the "status quo"
paradigm of industrial agriculture systems, which are the primary cause for the environmental
degradation assessed using the Planetary Boundary Framework (Weaver, 2015). Thus, political
support of landuse policies for new agriculture must begin with recognizing that the "status quo"
is about multinational corporations maintaining their profits. This is not sustaining the planet,
supporting the Earth’s carrying capacity or creating sustainable food security for any population.
Researchers agree that Urban Agriculture is a more sustainable alternative to feed
increasing global populations. Urban Agriculture, contrary to business as usual, is often an
organic system based on agroecological techniques. Dr. Altieri; Professor of Agroecology at UC
Berkeley’s Department of Environmental Science, Policy, and Management; has done extensive
research into the clash of the paradigms between the industrial agriculture and Agroecology,
where the later uses 20% of the land to produce 60% of the global food production. Altieri
(1999) also notes that contrary to industrial agriculture, biodiversity through agroecological
systems can expand soil fertility, protect crops, and increase productivity naturally to create a
sustainable system, without any harmful chemicals. These more diverse systems are also
resilient, where agroecological techniques recover after disasters quicker than the monoculture
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areas of industry. These more socially just, economically feasible and environmentally sound
techniques focus on the dialog of wisdom between existing farmers to promote Social Capital
and resiliency. According to Altieri (1989), "Agroecology has emerged as a scientific approach
used to study, diagnose and propose alternative low-input management of Agroecosystems.
Solving the sustainability problem of agriculture is the primary aim of Agroecology" (p. 27).
Thus, the completed UA definition herein based on Social Capital (Weaver, 2017b)
encourages practitioners to recognize UA as a viable alternative beyond the multinational
propaganda and lobbyists efforts to support the “status quo.” The 34th Session of the UN Human
Rights Council in January 2017 again maintained that “the pesticide industry is dominated by a
few transnational corporations that wield extraordinary power over global agrochemical
research, legislative initiatives and regulatory agendas” (Elver & Tuncak, 2017a, para 51). Their
propaganda and political influence as noted herein, where G8 officials missed Rio+20 (Weaver,
2015) was also rebuked in the January Human Rights Council Session as the “assertion
promoted by the agrochemical industry that pesticides are necessary to achieve food security is
not only inaccurate, but dangerously misleading” (Elver & Tuncak, 2017a, para 91).
Further, the March 7, 2017 UN Human Rights Council further requested a new global
treaty to reduce the use of dangerous pesticides as the “aggressive, unethical marketing tactics
... remain unchallenged, and huge sums [are] spent by the powerful chemical industry to
influence policymakers.” In final confirmation of the efforts completed herein “The Special
Rapporteur on Food highlights developments in [A]groecology, which replaces chemicals with
biology, saying its approaches are capable of delivering sufficient yields to feed and nourish the
entire world population, without undermining the rights of future generations to adequate food
and health” (Elver & Tuncak, 2017b). Again repeating and updating the critical issues outlined
herein (Weaver, 2015) as quoted from Dr. James Hansen et al., (2012) and Ghoshal (2005).
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The research completed herein supports the expansion of UA for achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals beyond the industrial puppeted "burrocrats" (aka bureaucrat,
pronounced burro-crat as in burro, a small donkey and the Greek suffix –kratia or kratos,
meaning "power" or "rule." Burrocrats: "jackass rules").
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This appendix lists the acceptance letters from the three journal articles included. Each
letter is followed by the Impact Factor page found for the selected journal and then the
permissions statements regarding reprints for doctoral dissertations and other private uses, by
the authors, as provided by each journal publisher. Each set of files attached is provided in the
order they are listed in the chapters.
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A.1 Approval for Chapter 2
A.1.1 Acceptance Letter from Gene W Seabolt, Municipal Engineer
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A.1.2 Journal Citation Reports Extract Dated 7/19/2016
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A.1.3 About Journal Publishing
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A.2 Approval for Chapter 3
A.2.1 Acceptance Letter from Robert Brinkmann, Suburban Sustainability
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A.2.2 Scholar Commons Readership Reports
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A.2.3 Email Copyright and Permissions Ph.D. Thesis Exemptions
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A.3 Approval for Chapter 4
A.3.1 Review Letter Land Use Policy
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A.3.2 Journal Citation Reports Extract Dated 2/9/2017
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APPENDIX B: KEY TOPICS
community engagement
food waste and disposal
food literacy and education
food access and availability
food retail
food distribution
food processing
rural agriculture
health/nutrition education
community development
environmental stewardship
agricultural skills and knowledge
agricultural practices
financial assistance
water
land tenure
uncontaminated soil
growing space
farm animals
chickens
bees
orchards
share cropping
rooftop urban agriculture
commercial farms
commercial gardens
community gardens
vertical gardens
edible landscaping
victory gardens
private gardens
hydroponics
aeroponic
aquaponics
Adopted and modified from Hodgson, K., Campbell, M. C., & Bailkey, M. (2011). Urban
agriculture: growing healthy, sustainable places. Washington, DC: American Planning
Association.
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APPENDIX C: URBAN AGRICULTURE ORDINANCE
This set of data was provided to the St. Petersburg City Council Public Services &
Infrastructure (PS&I) Committee to successfully modify the city ordinance. The file includes all
the research and supplemental attachments as provided June 10, 2013 to the St Petersburg
Councilmembers.
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C.1 Model City Ordinances
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C.1.1 City of Ft. Lauderdale Ordinance
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C.1.2 City of Chicago Ordinance
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C.1.3 City of San Francisco Ordinance Overview
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C.2 Economic Development Incentives
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C.3 Model Cities Policies and Programs
C.3.1 San Francisco’s Urban Agriculture Program
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C.3.2 Resilience -- Policies for a Shareable City
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C.3.3 Sustainable Cities Institute -- Promoting Urban Agriculture
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